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V! my best work warranted.

Maine

Apples

and What

They

Need.

Maine bas a good climate for (rait
H. P. JONES,
raising but the Weet seems to be going
j jK
ahead of ber. This ought not so to be.
Dentist.
Just as good apples can be raised in
MAINS,
Maine as anywhere. Last winter, I saw
S'iKWAY.
in Boston Western apples selling at ten
to 4.
12—1
to
Hours—3
yfflee
cents each while Florida oranges were
selling at four cents each. That made
«-.SMITH,
it look to me as though raising apples
fi
might be made more profitable in Maine
Attorney at Law,
than orange raising iu Florida: Apples
MAINK.
NORWAY,
as good as those from the West can
Collections a Specialty just
H ru< B.ock.
be raised in Maine. Such apples as
those from the West can not be raised
<
:K1CK A PARK.
on neglected trees, nor by the wayside,
nor
can they be raised except by the best
Attorneys at Law,
cultivation and fertilization.
Raising
MAINS.
sKTHBL,
apples in grass tields and iu pastures has
Slier: C.Part.
on R. Henrtck.
Λ 1
had its day iu Maine. A new era has
dawned iu apple raising, and those who
F. W. HOUNDS,
want to make a success of it, must adopt
j·,
the new methods or get left by other
Dentist,
competitors. The public want the best
and are willing to pay for the best. Ten
NORWAY, ME.
trUAWAT Block,
cent apples can be raised in Maine just
The flavor of
îltl as well as in the West.
-» ilours—t< to 13—1 to 3.
Maine apples is much superior to the
Western apples as a rule and tiavor will
eventually count more than mere size.
What Maine wants to do is to give apple raising more careful attention, make
Me.
Main
St.,
:4
it a crop to receive much attention, as is
given to the corn crop. When the farmers of Maine come to carefully cultivate
he apple crop as they do the hoed crops,
then they will be In the way to raise
some apples that will sell at ten cents
each.
There is a great future for fruit raising in Maine. Apple raising in Maine
Lead can
A Kinds of
be made more profitable than orange
and Iron.
raising in Florida. Lands finely adapted to apple raising can be purchased at a
Telephone 134-11.
merely nominal sum, and the young man
who will buy one of the abandoned
farms in Maine, set it out to apple tree»,
J. WALDO
take care of them, meanwhile raising
poultry till his apple trees come into
bearing, will in a few years have an orchard that will afford him a good reveThere is a great
nue as long as he lives.
Tempi· Street, rear Matonic Block,
oppportuuity for young men in Maine
that can
NORWAY. to-day to take up cheap farms,
Triephon· Oonnection.
be had for a very low price. Maine, in
years to Cv>me, is going to be a very good
place in which to live, and also a good
place in which to make good money
■

ρ

C. Leavitt Co..
Norway,

Stoves,

Hardware,
and

Ranges.

Pipe Repairing,

NASH,

Lcensed Taxidermist,

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

farming.

Optioian.

NORWAY, MAINE.
A Reliable

Remedy

What the Maine orchards need is clean
culture such as the orange orchards of
Southern California have. No grass nor
weeds are allowed to grow in those or·
chards, the ground is stirred often and
Maine apple
Give
fertilized freely.
trees that kind of treatment and you
will see some ten cent apples produced.
Great opportunities are open to Maine
farmers of the present and the future.
Maine possibilities in fruit culture are
It seems as though it were
immense.
time that these opportunities were more
fully improved. Livermore Falls, Me.—
H. K., in Lewistoo Journal.
in .name increasing.

Corn

In the East.
We of the Eut bave paid little atten·
tioo to the campaign which baa been
and is being carried on in tbe Weat for
better education in the principiee of dry
farming, bnt the conditiona which now
confront aa contain a warning that we
may need to practice aome of thoae principiee in a time which ia not very far off,
in order to ensure the harvesting of
time
crops, although up to tbe present
the bleak bills of New England have
increase
never failed to bring forth tbeir
in due season.
A comparison of the decreased rainfall
of the present season with several seasons past will serve to show that tbe condition of tbe land aa regards moisture is
sufficiently critical to be worthy of careful consideration. I do not believe that
the condition is of the character that
would be likely to breed famine; far
from it. But a more serious summer
drouth than those we bave bad during
tbe past few summers would undoubtedly cause many short crops, and some
practical failures, especially if nothing
more than tbe usual methods of cultivation are followed.
If the practice o^dry farming methods
will produce good crops io the sections
of the country wbero the rainfall is
small and the summer is always dry, the
same methods should be useful in conserving our moisture in the soil in the
season when the rainfall is small, and

CATARRH 18^

1

GET

'#S

THE

We must face the positive fact of a
of water, the results of which
have generally been damaging, and tbe
part of wisdom would be to discover and
utilize whatever there may be of good in
methods of cultivation used in other
parts of the conntry or other parts of the
world which may be applicable to unusual conditions which we must meet
and overcome.
After all, the principles of dry farming
are not so much different from good
farming methods which we all sbonld
practice to a greater or less extent. Tbe
itrong point is continuous shallow cultivation during the season to prevent the
escape of moisture from tbe soil. Deep
Fall plowing, to enable the soil to gather
ind retain all the moisture possible durng the winter and wet season, is another
mportant method of dry farming which
many of our Maine farmers are regularly
practicing.—Maine Farmer.

shortage

Business Mixed with

Farming.

It was not so very long ago tbat the
.armer was looked upon by city people
is a sort of necessary evil and he was
:olerated not through choice but through
îecessity. Now the farmer is looked up
:o by the business man who seems to
-ealize at last that the man who tills tbe
As an
( toil holds the balance of power.
nsight to the present situation a recent
j nterview with Mr. Bert Ball, secretary
>f the crop committee of the American
Jouncil of Grain Exchanges, who was in
Washington recently, is timely.
"The farmer has been bombarded with
idvice for so long that it slides off like
water from a duck's back," said Mr.
3all. "We are going about it in another
*ay. We are showing him where he
| >elongs in the great business equation,
| tod are harmonizing all the activities in
>ach county which are trying to obtain a
arger yield of better grain in each localty. The balance of trade is going steadly against us. Every steamer takes
way a million dollars in tourist money;
*e have a billion dollars' worth of dianonds and imported luxuries to buy;
>ur immigrants send other millions to
ι heir people abroad; we bave millions to
jay on our bonds and stocks held abroad ;
, ind money is always going out which is
: lever coming back unlees we put grain
where it belongs.
>n a world basis
}tber vocations are with us in this work;
( he millers, the paint manufacturers,
he railroads, tbe commercial clubs, tbe
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I was bom in Madrid of eminent
though not noblo parents. When I was
sixteen I formed the acquaintance of

Alouzo Gonzales, an anarchist.
1 entered the university α year before Gonzales left It, and it was during this year that I was converted to
the theories of the anarchists. There
were others of our set that were cap-

tured by Gonzales, among them a girl,
Dolores Sierra, who had been a playmute of mine. But Gonzales, so far as
he was able, kept his converts apart,
maintaining greut secrecy In all his

turned to horror. When I was nineteen be persuaded me to Join one of
the anarchist circles of Madrid. I had
been Initiated only a few months when
the society decided to put out of the
who
way a statesman high In power,
was considered an obstacle to anarchOne night when 1
istic principles.

went to a meeting of the circle it was
announced that· lots were to be drawn

memwith a view to determining sol
ber who should assassinate the j. "son
In question.
Up to this moment I bad been fascinated by the romance I conceived to
these efforts to equalize the

pervade

When I put my hand
social strata.
in a hat to draw α bit of pnper that
might compel me to kill α man and

probably be executed myself as a
felon, the Illusion vanished like a miinto
ruge, or. rather, it was changed
repulsion, and when the paper I drew
and I saw by a skull and
was
opened

crossbones on It that 1 hud drawn the
order to commit murder 1 was frozen
with horror.
I did now what I should have done
in the beginning—I made a confidant
He saw at once the
of my father.
terrible position in which 1 was placed,
but. Instead of making it worse for me
by reproach, kept Ills head and consld
ered what It would fee best for me to

The result of his deliberations
that I should pass out of existence—that is. that I Rh"uld disapand repear from the world as myself
from
appear as far away as possible
the place of my exit as some one else.
A few days later, with what ready
of demoney I needed und certificates
posit in the Bank of France, payable
to me us Ebenezer Swift, disguised as
My object
an old man. I left the city.
in taking an English name was that
I proposed to settle eventually in
America, and I intended to give out
do.

was

that I had been born of an American
father and a Spanish mother.
It was u year later that I turned up
at New York as nature made me, exthat my beard had grown. Pre-

cept

that my eyes were sensitive
to the light. I continually wore dark
glasses. It wae not absolutely necesfor
sary that I should earn a living,
once a year my father remitted sufficient funds to carry me for twelve

tending

We knew that my family
would be watched, tbnt my location
might be discovered; hence there was
to be no communication oftener that
months.

fhnt Interval.

One day, bo I learned long afterward. Dolores Sierra went to my
mother and told her that for my
safety she must know where 1 was,
stating that the circle to which I had
belonged bad condemned me to death,
that they knew where I was and
that I must be warned at once. Without

thinking what she

was

doing my

mother told her where I would bo
found In New York. My father was
absent at the time and when he returned my mother, having learned that

she had boen Indiscreet In giving ray
whereabouts, did not dare tell him
what she had done. She trusted Dolores Implicitly and preferred to rely
on her to protect me rather than reveal

her action to my father. The
of
quence was that I was not advised
conse-

the matter.

suspended
Living with
one's heud Is by no means pleasant
In my case It brought on a nervous
breakdown. The summer was on, and
1 was advised to go up to the Cats1 therefore went to
kill mountains.
a

over

sword

of the hotels on the summit, hoprecover my lost nervous vigor.
I had not beeu then» a week before 1
Walking
met with a great surprise.
out one afternoon. I met a girl coming
toward me, and when we met who
one

ing to

should It be but Dolores Sierra.
Cut off as I had been for more than
α year from every one I had known
before, her appearance gave me a
I sprang toward her with a
thrill.
me in
cry of Joy. Instead of meeting
the same spirit she stood as if paralyzed. all the color leaving her face.
"What
"Dolores!" I exclaimed.

brings you here?"

"I am so surprised," she stammered,
•at meetlug you that I"— She could
get no further.
"But, Dolores, bow strange that I
should meet you of all others, and the
meet"—
very one I would rather
She put her hand to her breast Her
breath was coming quick. For a moI
ment I thought she would fall.
but she
sprang forward to catch her,
waved me back. I waited till she had
somewhat recovered, when she said to
me:

"My meeting

you

unexpectedly

after

staryour sudden disappearance has
tled me. It was reported that you had
been made away with by the anarchists."
"But what hns that to do with your
coming to America?"
"To meet one in the flesh whom you
have supposed to be dead you must
admit is liable to cause a shock." she

replied

without noticing my

"But"—

question.

"Come: let us walk together."
By slow degrees she brought out that
she had come to America because there
are fields open to women In which they
She had no
may make their living.

dowry, and in Spain a dowry was necessary to marriage; therefore she preferred to be occupied among those of

her own sex who were used to work
and where there was work to do.
"There Is no work to do up in these
mountains." I said.
The question took her unawares.
That her presence in America was not
explained by anything she bad told me
But what was her
I did not doubt
we walked on
object In coming?

to

<»»·

y am,,w an tKean on mv a<··

It a Secret and

By MANUEL GORDA

1

Then

she not have come to pre-

me.

How She Performed It

I conceived a great
saving many crops which otherwise proselyting work.
reverence for him, which later was
would be lost or greatly shortened.

RICHARDS.

S.

I probed the taaiit*. wondering all the

Dry Panning

Urowing
Cora is coming iuto its own in Maine.
Τ lie interest is aud hie been for several
years rapidly on the increase. Many
different forces are contributing to its
promotion. Duriug the past three years
the Maine Dain men's Association has
it quickly absorbed.
been exerting itself to encourage the
Cut* Relief at One·.
growing of corn through the offering of
Is leans*.·!», soothes,
premiums, giving special attention to
hiuU and protects
promoting an interest among the boys
Sue diseased memof the state. The plan adopted has
brane resulting from Catarrh and drives
proven successful and will undoubtedly
away aCold iu the Head quickly. Restore* be developed still further in the future.
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full fize
Daring the same period the College of >ublic schools, tbe bankers, the manu50 cts. at Druggists or by ntail. Liquid
Agriculture has been carrying ou co- facturers of cereals, and many other
Cream Balm for use ift atomizers 75 cts.
work with the boys of the ines all backing up the teachings of the
operative
El ν Brothers. 5tf Warren Street, New Vork. state 10 the
grcwiug aud testing of dif- Agricultural Department and the experiferent strains and varieties of coru. nent stations of the states, and carrying
We are insisting
t direct to the farm.
Each year the cumber of co-operators
has increased aud the present year the
hat the time has come when every
Extension Department of the College 'armer must mix a little business with
bas one hundred and fifty working for lis farming or the business man will
the bettermeut of the corn plant. Sam- lave to mix a little farming with his
ple lots of seed corn have been sent out )usiness. Tbe farmer must produce
with the understanding that when bar- , icientitically or become merely a hired
vested tea ears of coru for exhibition land, a peasant.1'
purposes are to be seat the college.
Such lots as possess merit will be exFITTED BY
Save the Cow.
hibited at the Maiae Dairy Conference,
Editor Democrat :
Seed
Maiae
the
of
Agricultural
the Anaual Meeting
Must farmers kaow by this time what
Assuciatioa, Maiae Coru
Improvement
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS.
and Fruit Show, Maiae State Grange ;he air treatment will do for the cow
aud Auuual Farmers' Week. All coru with milk fever. Still there is occawill be exhibited at the above places iu liunally a m»n that does not know, or
the name of the grower. Requests for iae not faith enough in the treatment to
At Streaked Mountain
corn have come from every county iu ι (ive it a trial.
Hret CI··· Fare $1.00 each way.
Maine and from boys of all ages, which farm the (tame cow has been eared each
fairly well not only the io- ,-ear for three years by injecting air into
Steamships GOVERNOR DING LEY illustratesinterest
in corn growing but :he udder.
and RANSOM B. FULLER leave Frank creased
In April of 1900 this cow came in
also rapidly growing interest in agriculin Wharf, Port Land, week days at 7 p.m.
It is I !re»h, and the fifth day after calving was
ture among the boys of Maine.
aken with milk fever. She grew worse
Returntnc
very evident the boys are not planning
as tbey
apidly and was unable to stand when
so much on leaving the farm
Leave Central Wharf, Boston, week
Nor does the he air treatment was used. In two
were a few years ago.
ilays at 7 P. μ.
evidence stop here for nearly 30 of these lours* time the cow was on her feet
Through tickets on sale at principal bos s are to co-operate along witÛ the igain and continued to improve.
railroad stations.
In April of 1910 the fever came on in
College in testing several varieties of
'orty-eight hours. The air treatment
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
oats the present season.
to
Portland, Me.
Taken all ia all, the active ioterest io was used before she was unable
her standing
agricultural matters aad seed improve- itand, and the cow kept
ment ia particular by the boys of the position.
During the night of May 12, 1911, this
state is one of the most eocouraging
She was given very
came in again.
things in agriculture to-day. This in- ;ow
or
Be a Chauffeur
aoother ;areful care, with tbe hope that she
Automobile Engineer. creased interest is manifested io
would not have this trouble again.
way which is perhaps still more signifito
of the
We need men
cant.
More and more of our Maiue boys Physic was given the morning
train, til three weeks,
and again in the morning of the
Easy are planning to obtain an agricultural I2cb,
'or i>o«ltl<>na paving #.Ί> to *ϋΐ weekly.
the
of
14th
the
the
now.
morning
education. People everywhere are be- 13th. In
H'.irfc, short hour·. Bert Spring positions
of sue
:ow did not seem much sick, but re·
''riving and Garage work. Five rear*
to see mure clearly the excepginuitig
PORTLAND AUTO CO..
"M·.
Write now.
m. it
tional opportunities open to a boy hav- fused food of any kind. By 3 P.
Portland, Maine.
More was perceptible that she was not right.
ing an agricultural education.
and more the graduate of the agricul- Juce we thought she could not stand,
E. W.
tural college is returning to the farm but but with much effort she managed to
if he does not care to do so then he :ome to a standing position. Immekuows the opportuoities for employ- liately she was given the air treatment,
scientific investigators and ind it seemed to make her feel better at
meot a?
Mice.
In two hours' time she was eat1 will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any teachers of agriculture are far io excess
site or Sty I· at reasonable price·.
ing bay, tbe first she had eaten for twenof the supply.
ty-four hours. At this date, May 20,
the cow is doing well and giving quite a
The Young Heifer.
good amount of milk.
We are quite as likely to hear of milk
Io calf feediog, at the ead of four
If In want of any kind of Finish for inside 01
months is the parting of the ways for fever cases in the villages where one or
Outside work, «end la your order·. Pine Lam
t«r aad 3 til η χ lea on hand Cheap tor Cash.
the steer and heifer calf. If the heifer two cows are kept as anywhere. Oftenis to be reared with the view of making times these cows are fed quite high and
and Job
her a dairy cow of greater value thao do not have exercise enough, though
ber mother, then she must be fed for sometimes a cow will bave this disease
Sale.
for
Matched Pine Sheathing
milk production.
because she is weak and not in a good
This it an important item if farmers thrifty condition.
E. W.
are to produce their own cow·, which
The air treatment certainly is wonderMaine. is the cheapest and beat way known to ful, and the "milk fever outfit" ought to
...
W e« .Sumner,
me for securiog a dairy herd.
be near at band, to be used in case of
To tbe observing it would seem in- need. Tbe writer can help any one that
RAILWAY
incredible that a heifer calf could be wishes one of these outfits to prooure
SYSTEM
ruined for future usefulness io tbe dairy the same.
Cabboll R. Kino.
by the manner in which she ia handled
REDUCED FARES.
the first few months of ber life.
South Paris, Maine.
In effect to April loth, Inclusive.
We know that the heifer calf can be
Colonist Fare from SOUTH ruined. She can be stunted and made
Second Clans
The Russet Orchard of Geo. C.
Paris, me., to
an animal of small capacity.
Goodale of Wintbrop has again made
Nelann, Vancouver, Victoria,
)
Her digestive apparatus can be ruioed
( rftrnic
Weat:uln»ter. Β C.
φΟΛ.Ιβ and she can be made a finicky feeder, good. Mr. Goodale has sold his orop of
Seattle, Spokane, Tacoina, Wash,
1910 for five dollars per barrel. This
)
Portland, Oreg.
one of those animals not eating abunorchard has long been known as one of
San Francisco, I.ο» Angele-t,
finding that which is the best russet
! $52.lc dantly aod never
San Diego, Cal.
orchards in Maine.
good enousgh to eat.
Mexico City, Mexico.
extra fine colored russets
Low rate· to many other pointa.
The heifer calf, while feeding, should Produoing
sell for a good price. Mr.
to become fat. She which always
not be allowed
TOURIST SLEEPING CAR
will
full of Goodale'· crop of apples for 1910
Leave· Montreal for Chicago on Monday· should be kept alaek and gloasy,
bring him him thirteen hundnd dollars.
Berths
Berth
p. M.
*) r.
at 10:30
and muscular.
We.lnea.lay· and Frtday·a atTo
vitality
This is tbe third year since Mr. Goodale
available for accommodation of paAaenger· noiu
If a heifer is to make the beat dairy
"
has owned this orchard that tbe crop has
lng Brat and second claes ticket· on
cow, she should freshen when she is
nominal charge. Connection made
him thirteen hundred dollars.
brought
old.
Some
Chic
al
months
30
to
similar
two
of
style
from
years
carrying car·
Here is luck in odd numbers. Mr.
Geo. A
For further Information apply
that
heifers
the
of
are
opinion
r dairymen
Goodale is one of the best judge· of apDoran. Agent. «. T. Ry.. South Pan·, a
do not make quite aa good growth when
any other representative of the C*npany.
ples in Maine and he always sella for a
bowat
an
is
early
age;
begun
milking
price.
good
and
the
surer
make
breeders,
ever, tbey
.. o.
milk flow is more easily stimulated to a!
if atarted within a reasonWhile the dual-purpose cow ^as been
15 years expert Watch high degree,
stookable time. Much of the beifer'a future condemned, by all intelligent
maker with Bigelow value
a
to
her
ability
give grower* and dairymen, as a solecism in
depends upon
entire
Boston
tbe
4
animal
Kennard Co.,
husbandry, the doal purpose
large flow of milk throughout
sheep is a desideratum on every farm.
period of her lactation. With mature
a Tbe
find
sometimes
we
they
give
growth of a good fleece each year, for
cows,
but two or three year· ia found to be
All Work
a
quite
large amount of butterfat for time,
Ouaraoteed.
fail to continue, therefore are unprofit- compatible with the development of a
able. Much depends upon the way a good carcass. As compared with other
star ed out when milked for the «took, tbe cost of feed and shelter for
A little out of the wa f heifer ia
first seaaon. A little ill-use or neglect sheep 1· small. Both wool and caroaaM·
but it pays to walk.
always ând a ready aale; and if !· made
may eaaily spoil ber.
aafe against the depredations of dogs, tbe
—*
I
OEM·, WATCHES. CLOCK!
an important factor among
are profitable stock only wheo flock becomes
Sheep
AM» JEWELBY.
the revenue-providing agenda· of the
a profitable kind la kept, and ia a profit- I
FOR

Ely's Cream Balm

Democrat.
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a

8U8p,c,on I

was not

Dolores
It caught my fancy ana
wild joy to my heart Set
e

known

t0

Conquest
How Love »nd Bravery Saved
a

apart from those with whom I hnd
<lead to every l,v,n* h"
the bare «««Pic»'η
0Ved me and ,0™d me
so well that she had come all the war

thît thi* Jt?°.Wn·
«i i.
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from my beloved Spain for me wa<
like a new birth to me. With this gi-i
for a companion I would be willing t,
live on in my changed existence.

Not far from Fort

—,

Preea

Axio-

In

wtyit

was·,

The,
rotection In case of necessity.
now that the Indian has been
liminated, has sunk to nothingness In
tn porta η ce. and the ranch house is
!)u: h charred spot, having been burn
art.

left her. having arranged to call and
walk with her the next morning

And so I did. In that mountain air
strolled. I invigorated not only br
Its purity, but by the companionship
But while I grew strong
of Dolores.
she seemed to be wasting away
Something was distressing her. I ask*
ed her to confess it to me. and she
declined. I pressed her to do so. an 1
in a spasm of feeling she cried:
,If you don't leave 1 shall go mad."
To express my sympathy I took her
hnnd In mine, but she snatched It
v

desperation

self in a cavalry regiment, choosing
thnt arm of the service since it would
she replied.
send him farthest from his home.
I was looking her ln the face at the
He had not been long at bis station
time she said this and saw her bite her , when trouble with the Indians came
Hp. Perhaps the words and the ac on, and Kimball showed himself so
tlon should have given me a clew to brave that he was rapidly promoted
her secret, but they did not. I was as through the noncommissioned grades
much puzzled as ever.
and before the fighting was over was
One day when we were walking to- made α lieutenant.
This gave him
gether we met a woman with dark- heart, and he determined to redeem
hair and eyes.
But a pas
himself with bis family.
"That woman." I said, "came either slon for gambling stood In bis way
rate,
At
any
from Spain or Mexico.
At those remote posts there was little
she's Spanish."
or nothing for the men to do except
I turned to look· at Dolores and saw drink and gamble, and Lieutenant
some
that she was struggling with
Kimball found the temptation to gam
emotion. But by this time I had gl
ble too strong for him. Once he bad
these
en over questioning her upon
begun to play all caution deserted him.
To
The result was
strange matters and said nothing.
and he bet wildly.
attempt to extract from her iheir that he became indebted to his broth
her.
cause seemed only to madden
Une or
er officers in large amounts.
We met the same woman again the two of bis creditors in order to get
next day, and I saw on her face a
what they considered to be their Just
look that assured me that there was dues formed a clique against him, and
Borne understanding between them;
he found himself a "cut" man. which
but, as before, I refrained from speak- is the army expression for one whose
ing of It
brother officers will not speak to him.
One night I awoke with a start. though some dissented from the rest
that Kimball did not de
The moon, shining ln at the window, on the
I

I

a

woman's

figure standing

She held something in one
near.
hand, while with the forefinger of the
other she was smearing what she held.
Then suddenly she flung the article
out of the window. A ray of moonstruck it and revealed what I
light

ground

what was Indicted upon him.
Kimball had formed the acquaintance of Winifred Armour, the ranchman's daughter, at the height of the
reputation he had made for bravery
and eblclency. He ioved ber. and his
loved wa3 returned. He confessed his
previous life to her and announced his
intention thereafter to be a credit in
stead of a disgrace to his family. She
sympathized with him deeply and
serve

took to be a knife.
I rose, supporting myself on my elbow, and asked:
"Who's there?"
A hand grasped mine—a band cold promised him that If he adhered to
as Ice.
ί his resolution for a given time she
*
Λ.Ι,
I,
» «"*» ~
would marry him.
IIU.-IUI
"What are you doing here"
"But." she said. "I will confess that
"Don't interrupt me while I
there Is in the east a man of sterling
and what to do. Our lives depend worth who has asked me to be his
I came to America ordered wife.
He is much older than I, and
upon it.
A woman thus far I respect him only. My love
the circle to kill you
If you relapse Into your
was sent with me to see that I did t
is yours.
■

■

_

J™

S?

work.
met.

She is the Spanish
Tonight 1 told her that I would

woman we

^a^er
^BPer

come to vonr room, plunge a
into vour heart and throw the
the window to prove to her
that I have done the deed.
Bineared It with beefs blood. She is

oit It

to leave by one route. I by another
she by the stony clove and I by t
clove leading down eastward. Oooo
b
"Dolores!" I cried. "I will go with

you!"

"Where—to death?"

»We will
world."

hide ourselves from the

If you
ered alive 1 must die."
"Hide yourself.

are

discov..

"But. Dolores, dgrllng. this womwill
an. not hearing of a murder here,
know that you have not done the

de"f

But she
have thought of that
will not stop till she reaches Madrid.

former condition when I return to the
east 1 shall accept his proposition."
Doubtless she put the matter thus to
furnish an incentive to blm to conquvr
himself.
He bad ridden over to tne rancn
house on this moonlight night to bid

ber goodby. He had failed to conquer
himself and had lost her. The inter
view was painful to both.
"Well." he said, in one thing I reJolce—you in t line will be happy. Thank
heaven. 1 am not to drag you down
with me! You will be a member of a

family, while i—I am every day ex
pet-ting an Invitation to resign."
Winifred made no reply. What could
she say? She could not find It in her

upbraid

him. And there was
nothing she could say to relieve the
She slm
mental torture both suffered
put out her hand in a mute fare
heart to

ply

well

They were both recalled from
melancholy status existing between
a
them by hearing distant sounds of
yon
horse, evidently coming at
galloping
you."
1.1 full speed. Both listened. The ani
That was many years ago. I reca
mal was not coming from the direchow. long before day we met at th
toward It Kim

an^so

"fîo

with

tht·

I *ove
me, sweetheart.
far as I can will protect

mouth of the clove: how we walked
ten miles to a railway station and
boarding η train, went so far as those
who had known us were concerned
out of existence.

OLD NEWSPAPERS.

'··

Their U.efjlne.. It Not Gone Ju·*
Because You Have Read Them.

The mere fact that moths cannot
read is no reason why they should d
test newspapers, but they do nevertheleSs. It isn't exactly the newspaper or
Its editorial policy that
it's the Ink used in printing the type
that makes the moths stay away,
is why. In the absence of mothproof
bags and cedar chests, some house-

mothsdlsU^

wives pack their furs, and woolens
the
away wrapped In newspapers at
end of the winter season and And
that is a satisfactory way of pweerving them against the ravages of moth».
There is nothing better than old
to
papers for use under the carpets
the same reason.
Old newspapers have many
uses as well. Wet in water they serve
to clean out the stove splendidly.
Crushed newspapers are excellent to

news-

clean lamp chimneys. They can e\en
for ou iron bolder for on
be

Lei

tamp oil
dipped
"SEES»cleaning
windows.

w,·
Irons
useful for
old
not much soiled can be
newspapers and thus made fit for use.
Dinned In lamp oil they are splendid
to rub the outside of the dlshpan.
In

robbed^on

tion of the fort, but
ball knew that the Indians on the
nearby reservation had been unruly,
and something told him the comer

messenger bringing a warnHis fear was realized. À horseman, reaching a point In the rond op
posite the ranch gate, pulled bis horse
back on his haunches and cried out:
was

a

"The Indians are comlngl
on us!"
Without a word Kimball ran for the
stable near the bouse and in a few
mare,

to
ball said nothing. He knew that the
glare came* from the burning of tbe
On. on they sped, tbe
rnnch house.
glare adding to their terror of the
whooping savages behind them.
Again the footfalls of the pursuing
horses, by their varying distinctness,
indicated that the Indians were separating In accordance with the speed of
their ponies. Then Kimball saw that

Indians are on the warpath."
"I will remain with you."
They had reached
"Go!" he cried.
the crest, and, reining in his horse, he
dismounted. Seeing that she. too. bad
he said. "My only chance is to

stopped,
hold them at bay till you can send as
sistance."
She hesitated a moment; then, think
ing that he might be right, she gave
her horse a cut and dashed onward.
Kimball, who bad trained his horse
for Indian fljrhting. forced him to lie
down on the crest, and. placing himself
on his stomach behind him. waited
for the first Indian to come within

be
range. But a few moments passed
fore, on a rise in the ground, a bun
dred yards away against the glare of
the burning ranch house, appeared the
was
silhouette of an Indian. The man
coming swiftly, advancing straight
toward Kimball. For the few seconds
the savage was on the crest he seemed
to be standing still. The officer used
these few seconds to draw a bead on
The In
tbe man's breast and flred.

dian rode down on to the lower ground
his arms thrown up above his head
then fell backward, not fifty feet from
his enemy.
™

Kimball.»
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-
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Indian be bad «bot

the

sr^a^SS
Kimball took

*»ure a.ni a

a
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himself untitled. Nor did he wtob
remain to know that the tin

^
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"'in^the'army bravery overtops
wmatoed Id
Kimball
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offense.
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.he
.apport
his weaknesses. he conquered.

and supplytoc-

n,

smile.

The stenographer smiled lazily as
she reached for another peanut. "This
suits me." she murmured, turning the
pages of her magazine.
Suddenly the outer door opened and
precipitated confusion upon the trio.
A tall man, middle aged, with a

strong, clean cut face and piercing

dark eyes

other.

glanced

from one to the

"Mr. Dickson In?" he asked sharply.
"Out." said the bookkeeper curtly,
thrusting the newspaper into a draw
er and dipping pen Into the ink well.
"When will he return?" asked the
stranger quietly.
I think he's gone
"He didn't say.
for the day." replied the clerk ungraciously as he bent above his ledger.
"I'll wait awhile." remarked the visitor. seating himself in a chair and

opening a notebook.
Bray, the bookkeeper, shrugged his

shoulders and applied himself
Miss Porter
to his neglected work.
laid aside her magazine and thumped
noisily upon the typewriter, while
Jimmy swept up the accumulation of
shells and filed letters with
narrow

peanut

brisk attention.
The stranger sat absorbed in his notebook. making calculations with a stub
lead pencil.
"Nice weather for crops." remarked
Bray, with a slight wink toward the

by

stenographer.

Miss Porter ruflled her flaxen pompa
dour and giggled.
"We got our hay all in," said Jlmmv
nasally, as he scuttled past the stranger on business Intent.
"You re'cllect our old black hen?"

went on Bray faretlously. "Wsal. by
most as
gum. she laid a egg yesterday
big as a grapefruit. I reckon on send

lng it to the county fair."
Mr

"Did

an

Dickson mention having
with Mr. Penworth

appointment

this morning?" nsked the rustic.

A leaden silence settled on the office.

Bray broke it at last
"Penworth!" he gasped, with a sick
ly smile. "J Augustus Penworth?"
The stranger nodded

glanced at his watch.
mention having
son

Impatiently and
"Did Mr Dick-

an

engagement

with me?"
"No. sir." returned the bookkeeper
respectfully "I think he must be de
I'll try to trace
tained somewhere.
him by phone. Jimmy, give Mr. Pen

in Mr. Dickson's office."
within the telephone
booth with agitated countenance.
"Tell that idiot to keep away from
the telephone. I'll wait rill Mr. Dickso
son comes In." growled the visitor
worth

a

seat

Bray disappeared

in

"J

ς

gallop

«wj "J Ji,

dlrec"J·

as

ZÙ'X

the

one w»j

nrs

!

known to be especially Interested
in young men and If he know them to
be capable and willing to work could
always find places for them In his nuThe bookmerous industrial plants.
keeper had read the article In the Sunday paper, and his Imagination had
been fired with the possibilities that
was

thTo^nd

heard that had evidently distanced the not buoyant
rest Kimball knew that he was gain- son if grasped
would
ing upon them.
There is only
"I'm going to slow up and fire," he

Bray's

name
paper had capitalized bim. ills
was as well known as that of the president of the republic, and the entire
office force bad laughed openly at hlra.
Bray writhed on his high stool as he
looked at the back of the millionaire's
own bad
gray head, and he cursed his
manners In ridiculing the stranger.
was ambitious, and Pen worth

Bray

life buoy and oar.

SC^a

any

his shoulder Into the waste paper basket with admirable dexterity. "If you
want the afternoon off. Miss Porter,
β
you can bavo it," he said, with

special

ηImof
«.

nÏÏ?re

lose

said succinctly as he spread the morning paper over his ledger and turned
to the market report.
"I saw Homer boatin* It for the ferry," remarked Jimmy when he returned with the peanuts and they had
"1
been divided into three portions.
guess he's good for the day."
"So he said," agreed the bookkeeper,
cracking shells and tossing them over

5m

IL

don't

etout stenographer sighed rellevedly
and drew a magazine from her desk.
"I thought he'd never go," she said.
The dapper bookkeeper took a silver
quarter from his pocket and flipped it
"Peanuts," he
toward the otflce boy.

tenant

flîTirers

on;

Reputation

that Jimmy skipped to obey.
mu.OMdulls savagely
The brutal message, conveyed verbawounded. the ...ld.ers found
tim, Mr. Bray emerged from the booth
Klmhall ^hen ho came ,o with
a very red face and returned to
himself He wus beln!I c
his ledger, while Mr. Penworth act(io
stretcher lu the moonlight. and besid
cepted a comfortable Turkish rocker
waited Winifred Armour Bend
in the private office and lighted α long
lng down, she whispered to him.
"Mv life Is yours, to help you.
"J. Augustus Penwortb, MultlinllA wild jW triumphed over .11 else
llonalre and King of Finance." So the
be
repli only by a I>««are
Sunday newsarticle In

»i
u.„ti.r the temptation Is to tr\
and servants. They, too, prepared
head and shoulders
for flight Kimball put bis companion m it over one's
It. This however
and
himself,
dive
to
through
or
mounted
horse,
her
on
ο
and l9 impossible. The correct thing
they tore through the open gate
the two sides of the buoy * 1th
They had
away toward the fort
of the hands uppermost, lower
scarcely started when behind them
which
under the buoy and come up
only
terrible
whoop
yourself
that
came
through the center, thon rest your
an Indian can give.
will
The fort was six miles from the arms upon the sides, and you
as long as
ranch—not a long distance for an or- comfortably supported
dinary ride, but too great to enable
α
often than otherwise, in case of
More onemu
the fugitives to reach safety with
hand.
renr.
their
In
horde of yelling savages
eventnnoar may be used
The horses knew that yell and pat "
Now. ".ore to some
a substitute.
forth all their strength.
Scarcely a mile had been covered ",,le
of a single horse waa means, for an a^tro*
when the

go

Make· Good !(·

passed
Aa the office door closed behind the
suddenly a red glare was added
Kim- retreating form of Homer Dickson the
the pale light of the moon.

ees

"You

A Cue Where lb· Namber Thirteen

when

leading Winifred's muv need to make use of a buoj
earnest, a little practice might
saddled and bridled. Her father
there prove
of great value In an emergency.
'
away from the ranch, and
Now. when the buoy Is thrown in to
no one In the house but employ-

minutes returned,

said.
time.
He

Floor

On the two galloped, maintaining
the distance between themselves and
those behind, who were delayed on
coming to the body of the buck who
bad been shot Here they divided, a
part remaining with tbe dying Indian,
the otblhs continuing the pursuit.
Half the distance between tbe ranch

Supporting
Putting on
Yoursslf With the Other.
They're
Verv few persons know how to Ret

right

was

Thirteenth

I think of the
"You
sadagony you will occasion me. the
ness for your lose that will be for
others."
There was no reply to this.

ing.

was

businesslike. Wbat do you eayT"
Bray gasped. "Why, yes, sir—thank

GAe

woman.

are a

he might save the girl by sacrificing
«d by the redskins years ago.
himself.
Not an hour before Its destruction a
"There's a rise In the ground ahead."
couple, a young officer from the fort
and
and a girl, the rancher's daughter, he said. "I'm going to stop there
take them as they come on. Hurry to
were sitting on the broad veranda in
the fort With what delay to the sav
the light of a full moon. Allen Kim
ball had enlisted in the United States* ages I cause you can certainly reach
army because he could neither be con- it"
No!" cried Winifred, who
He had
"No!
trolled nor control himself.
given In to almost every kind of dis- knew very well what this meant
sipation, and at the end of a spree, "Keep on. We shall soon meet u force
from the garrison."
not having the hardihood to meet his
"Either we or that red light will be
father and being out of money, in a
be hud enrolled him
the first news they will get that the
fit of

we

showed

"Do you suppose I can ride to safety
leaving you behind to be tortured and
then murdered?"

bouse and the fort had been

ben callcd the far west, was once a
ranch house In those days the Amer
jan Indian was not kept in continued
•abjection, and the rancher built his
louse near enough to the fort to g<>
Mere with those of his household for

I said no more to her as to the rea
ln any event It
son for her coming
was her secret, provided she chose to
Keep It a secret, and not mine. I found
that she was stopping at a house nut
rar from mine, and there later on I

"One would suppose," 1 ôald. wound
od, "that a viper had touched you."
"Or that you had touched a viper.

Man From Himself

By CHRISTOPHER BARKLEY

ΓΓϋ

awuy.

Ι

Self

in-
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which the
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would open out If he should ever cross
the path of the great man.
Hera be was—J. Augustus Penwortb.
and Bray had ridiculed him I It was
too much to bear calmly, yet the bookhimself with the
solaced

keeper
thought that perhaps the millionaire
had been too much absorbed In his
notebook to heed the Idle chattering
of the office force. Bray's usual alert
and bis courteous, almost
manner
eervlle demeanor toward his employer's customers would ordinarily at-

tract the attention of a business man.
He welcomed a sudden acceleration
He transacted trivial
of business now.
matters with a crlspnees and courtesy
that made Miss Porter and .Tlramy
He darted
open their Innocent eyes.
from telephone to ledger and from
to vault and spoke with an air

ledger

of authority.
Altogether be showed
himself to be a man of considerable
affair·. All the time be was pleasantly aware that the great financier had
wheeled his chair about and was
watching with curious lntentnee*.
After awhile when business had
quieted down the financier beckoned
the bookkeeper Into the private office,
and as the gratified Bray paused be-

I'll overtake you."
or
haft is put between the legs an
They keep it bright and shining.
pulled his horse back on his The
scatallowed to
and
blade
In shreds, slightly dampened
haunches and turned him as quickly
^front ο one.
tered over the carpet, they keep down as possible, but not too quick, for an surface of the water to
this means the heao is » ν
dean ^e Indian was
when sweeping.
right on him. 8elzlng a By
above the water.-Peareon β Magarine. fore him Pen worth asked:
sink of its grease and sediment. Nom
repeating rifle that he carried hooked
can
the
for
paper
is
better,
greasy
man
"How long have you been with Mr.
the
when
lug
to his saddle, tie fired
be at once burned after use.
Dickson?"
was £ot a hundred yards from him
An Old Delusion.
Many times folded newspapers will and dropped him. Then, turning, he
"Ten years," stammered Bray exFather of the Fair One—How can citedly.
serve as a mat to stand hot and blackhad
She
preferred
followed Winifred.
soilthink of marrying my
ened pots or kettles on and save
"And I suppose you are satisfied
to reduce her pace, and he consequent- you possibly
daughter? You say that by the strict- with your position?"
ing the kitchen table. The kitchen ly soon caught up with her.
est economy you can save only $10 a
You see,
Btove is-kept bright after the cooking
"Well-not exactly, sir.
"Why did you not go do when I month! Poor but Worthy Poet—Oh,
of each meal with old papers, and this
there Is no chance for advancement"
"I am doing
drew rein?" he asked.
If we both save It will be $20!
saves many polishing®.
"H'm—I can Imagine not— here!"
You yes, but
this for you. not for myself.
Blatter.
—Meggendorfer
"How much Is Dickson paying you
know that death is my only refuge."
Th· Greater Field.
now Γ demanded J.
Augustus Pen"I shall draw rein every time you
Baa· Ingratitude.
"Father. I am not sure whether ι
worth.
was the reply.
do,"
Father (to his son, a doctor)—If thla
shall be a specialist for the ears or the
"Fifteen hundred, sir."
"You are demented. Those men who
la n't the limit! I pay all that money
teeth."
"I'll give yon three thousand," snapWhen
are
as
savages.
w
are following
for you to study medicine, nnd the ped oat Penwortb. "1 like yoar looks,
"Choose the teeth, my boy. Every
I halt again go on. If you fall Into
off
Is
me
do
to
cut
my
first thing yon
one has thirty-two of them, hut only
and you're Jnst the sort of chap I'd
their hands yon will add a thousanddrink.—Fllegende Blatter.
two ear·."—London Ttt-Btta.
like to have around—young, active and
fold to mj anguish."

Sf

Sfe

TJey

i

\

I

you. sir!

stuttered.

shall

be

delighted"—

be

"Can you come to me tomorrow?"
asked Penwortb.
The bookkeeper besltated a brief In*
stant, tbeo: "Tes, sir, I will come tomorrow.

Of

course

Mr. Dickson could

not expect me to refuse such an excellent offer." be said reflectlrely.
"Of course not—even If you bare
been with blm ten years," rejoined
Penwortb primly. "Now. Mr.—er"—
"Bray—Harry Bray, sir."

"Mr. Brny suppose you sit right
down and pen a letter of resignation
to Mr. Dickson. 1 like to have these
matters cleared up as I go along, otherIf you
wise I'm apt to forget them.
resign now I can put you right Into

main office here to (111 an Imporvacancy. There are writing materials here on this small table."
The bookkeeper sat down and nervously ludlted a brief epistle to his employer. In which he formally resigned
his position, stating hi* reasons for
doing so aud generously waiving all
salary due him in lieu of longer not ire.
This he closed in an envelope· \vbl<'h lie
our

tant

Mr Penwortb
held out bis band for it und regarded
the envelope with a thoughtful smile.
"Now that's settled." he said. "I
suppose you'll want to settle up your
books. Mr Bray. I'm rather impiosx-d
with the rapidity with which that
her
young woman out there operates
Now. I'm ill ueed of just
machine.
such an expert stenographer, mid while

sealed and addressed.

I
suppose It doesn't lo«>U exactly
square to take Dickson's help away
from him—It's all in the business and
I pay my people well. Send lier to me,

you?"

will

Miss Porter was flattered and cburiued to accept a position in the luxuriously appointed offices of Penwortb St
Co. at double her present salur.\. Soon
Its
er or later ability will meet with
while
proper reward, she told herself,
she was writing her letter of Instant
resignation at Penworth's dictation.
He held the two letters In his hand
and regarded them thoughtfully.

Jimmy drooped forlornly

when

l.e

beard the whispered confidences <»l the
other. He had not read "From Office
Boy to Millionaire" for nothing, and
here was his chance to rise. J. Augus-

tus
Penworth was pushing people
Why could
along on the upward path
not honest Jimmy I.ee be nmong the

risers?

That wns how It happened that ho
the great man and respectfully asked for a job as office boy. and
Twice the salary he had
he got It.

npproached

boon receiving caused his eyes to sparMr. Penworth had just
kle Joyously
told him that he could write a letter
of resignation when thi»re was the
sound of
footsteps In the corri-

rajiid

dor outside.
lUhiaillM

·~

lut-

his foot and Brny and Miss Porter,
who were III the line of vision. kiiW
him drop their letters of resignation
through the letter slut Into Dleksoti 8
closed find looked des!;, timl 'hey exchanged glanées of satlsfa» tlon.
The outer door opened, and there
.1 Auguswas the sonnd of foot fulls.
tus Penworth thrust aside tin· *t: rt'ed
lie tall
and darted behind

Jimmy
desk, where he orouehed as If In fear.
"J. Augustus Penwortli? f.et's have
and
a look at him." said a gruff vole··,
two dark forms filled t!ie do«>rw y of

the private oflloe liefore ιlt«*y '! s.-overed the millionaire rod pouneed ιιροιι
him Just In time to wrest a revolver
from hi? hand.
"No. you don't. Mr. Mi!:e Menuesfor
soy. alias The Farmer, wanted
forgery and su forth' We trarU·· I you
evto this building. and we've riU■ <t
oti t> till
ery offiee with il title toothed
Say.
we come to the thirteenth floor
Mike, this number thirteen '* an un"
lucky number for you all right
The detectives laughed as they handcuffed their prisoner, and the other
nsked. with

a

Au-

humorous wink: "J

In
gustus Penworth. are you moving
high financial circles, eh? Ν hat kind
transit· ting
been
of business yon

here?"

The prisoner sirred Impudently at
the horrified faoos of the bookkeeper
and the stenographer and winked toward the locked desk where their n*aIgnatlons waited Homer Dickson's return.
"I been studying human nature
some and playing schoolteacher by
learning these folks some lessons." he
Bald, with an affected nasal drawl.

Then they let! him away.
It was Jimmy, the offlee boy.
broke the ghastly silence tha: f®
lowed his withdrawal.
"I guess I better dust up Mr. I»lclc-1
son's oflloe." he said virtuously. "He'll
be pretty busy the next few days, uud
somebody's got to be on to the Job

wb^
^

LONDON STREET CRIES.
They Must Have Made the City a Bedlam In Olden Day·.
London must have been a lively city
in the days when the street crier

In competition with the bell of
the postman and the mutBn man. The
boy who goes round the etreets with
the early morning cry of "Flot roller
still lingers In the outer suburbs, but
the old street crler has long been silent

Joined

In the land.
Some of the* ancient cries have been
collected by Frederick W. Ilackwood
In his book. "The Good Old Times."
They Include "Cherry Ripe, 0!" "Bak-

ing or Boiling Apples;" "Green bastings" (these were early peas); "Lavender, sweet lavender, six bunches α
penny," or perhaps "Rabbits, wild
rabbits," and when there was a good
cutch of fish It might be "Mackerel,
O!" or "nerrlnge, alive, all alive!"
"Some of the cries," writes Mr.
Ilackwood. "would sound strange to
the ear now, as 'Bandboxes,' 'Baskets,' 'Buy a broom.' 'Hair brooms,'
'Ilot

spiced gingerbread,'

'Brick

dust,'

'Sand, 0!' 'Bellows to mend,' 'Chairs to
mend,' 'Bill of the play.' More familiar
perhaps were 'Old clothes,' 'Cats and
dogs' meat' and 'Dust O!'
"Now we are reduced to little more
than tbe shriek and howl which are
supposed to represent milk and coals."
—London Chronicle.

Deoeived by a Cloud.
The l istlnct of animals Is sometime·

supposed to be more infallible than
human reason, but a scientist's observations of the katydid rather contradict that opinion. The katydid, with
Its musical membranes, produces two
distinct "songs," one peculiar to the
night and familiar to everybody, tbe
other a daytime tune, which Is rather
a rasp than a melody.
According to
the scientist mentioned. It Is sometime·
quite comical to hear the singers suddenly change their tune when a dark
cloud obscures the sun, immediately

resuming their daytime song when It
has parsed. This recalls the bens that
go to roost during α solar eclipse.

ESTABLISH*!» 1«S.
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A. K. roKBKS.

a year If pahl strictly ta *1 ranee,
00 a year. Single copie· 4 oento

i>v kktmuibsts : — All legal advertisements
are given (hire consecutive Insertion· tor 91 SO
1· length of column. Special conper

Inch

tract» made with
ut Him·.

local, transient and yearly

Jon Pbinti.nu —New type, fait presses, electric
power, experience· 1 workmen an<l low price·
combine to make this department of our buslnee»

complete and popular.

U.1UI.E COP1KS.

Single copie· of Τηκ Hkmocaat are tour cenu
each Tbey will be mailed on recelptof price by
the publisher· or for the convenience of patron·
single copie· of each l»sue have been placed on
*alc at the following place· In the County :
South Parle,
Howard'· Drug Store.
ShurtleflTe Drug StoreNorway,
Noye· Drug Store.
Stone'· Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster
KuckHeld,
Mrs Harlow, Poet OSce.
Paris Ulll.
Samuel T. White.
Went far!·,
NEW

À

1»V ERTIsKM KSTS.

White Sale.
Carriage Umbrella·.
W aah Ilimw.
Trade at the Blue Store·
Probate Notice··.
Aged Owner'· Big Sacrifice.
Geranium·.
Notice of Foreclosure.

Here Ml There.
New York'· new public library, dedicate.! Wednesday, has coat about ten million dollars aod before it i· complete
may coat two million more, and holds
three million and a half books. That
makes it easy figuring that the coat of
housing those book· ι· approximately
three dollars a volume. Not many email
town· could afford each » rate.
The new British

airship, just complet-

ed, has been named the Mayfly. Of
course there's nothing in a name, but

think of the ominous aound of it!

Hon. Payaon Smith, state superinlittle
of schools, while as
tendent
spectacular in his methods aa any one
has
made
held
the office,
who ever
good,
The school board
as every one knows.
of Portland unanimously requested him
to take the position of superintendent of
school· in Portland, with an increase of
•alary of $500 over what ha· ever before
been paid, but Sir. Smith felt that he
was so tied up with his state work that
it was not beat for all concerned that he
should leave the position, and he declined the call.
It is «aid that under the new government of Madero In Mexico, gambling and
Prob
bull lighting are to be abolished.
ably, when base ball is abolished in the
United States.
It is a serious thing for a judge to invoke the unwritten law, but when Judge
Connolly of the Cumberland Superior
Court waa walking down the street the
other night, and a drunken bummer
kicked his dog, the judge proceeded to
land him une and lay him out—and there
«•n't one man in ten thousand who
blames him.
That the danger in aviation is not all
demonstrated in
to the aviator was
France the other day, when the French
minister of war waa killed by a monoplane, and others were injured.

Various kind· of award· and prize*
have been given In schools, but one of
the moat uovel ia tbat on which the
studeuts of Bar Harbor High School
The vote wa*
voted the other day.
taken by the Australian system, and was
for the purpose of determining, according to the estimation of bis school mate*,
wbo is "the most worthy and upright
student In point of character," In the
graduating class. The announcement of
the vote will be made at commencement, and carries an award with it.
Commissioner
It seems that Bank
Skelton, who ia one of the best officials
we ever bad in tbat position, resigned at
the request of Governor 1'laisted. The
him
governor had no fault to find with
m an officer, except possibly that he had
been too active in the last campaign,
though be does not allege tbat that interfered at all with Mr. Skelton's official
duties. How hungry these Democrats
be!
The American who was digging in au
Rnglith river to find the proof that Bacon
wrote Shakespeare has learned that the
chest he was uncovering was the foundation of an old bridge, and though he was
sure in advance that be was at the righ'
place, he has started dinging somewhere
else. This Shakespeare-Bacon business
ia a funny fad, any way.
Perhaps some
future generation will be discovering
wrote "David
Eliot
that President
H arum."
The Standard Oil Co. has been ordered
dissolve, and right on the heels of that
it ia announced tbat by-and-by, in due
time, after the vacation Is over and the
oourta get around to it, probably about
the time the dissolution nominally goes
Into effect, the trust is again to be tried
for accepting rebates. The maximum
penalty of ita alleged offences Is about
three million dollars.

to

President Pena of Argentina
the congress in his message tbat order
and peace have been established In that
country for all time. That's a pretty
confident atatement.
assurée

Something a little different from tbe
usual newa item ia the paragraph whioh
Readfield ii
^tates that tbe town ofbouse
near tbe
•bout building a school
former site of a bouse which waa abandoned twenty years ago because there
were no children to go to school there.
Now there are 25 or 26 scholars there,
all in native American families, and the
town tbinka it advisable to maintain a
school rather than transport tbem to
the village as it baa been doing.
Preeident Taft has denied the petition
for pardon of Charles W. Morse. Rarely if ever has a petition gone to the pardoning power with such iuduence ol
prominent men behind it. Morse's great
ia tbat ha is made tbe scapegoat
r such an offence as many others have
committed without being disturbed, and
many will be disappointed if not grieved
But tbe
at tbe denial of the petition.
president's action will bave an influence
in increasing tbe respect for law. Aod
there is no gainsaying tbeae word· of
the president: "Tbe truth is, that in
the mad rush for wealth in the last few
decadea, tbe linea between profit from
legitimate business and improper gain
from undue use of trust control over
ether people's property and money has
sometimes been dimmed and tbe interest
of society requires that whenever oppor
(unity offers, those charged with the enforcement of the law should emphasize
the distinction between boneit business
aod dishonest breaches of trust."

Cint

THE OXFORD BEARS.

Sunday, May 21at, Rev. A. W. Pottle
preached a semi-centennial sermon at
THE OOiNOS OP THE WEEK IN ALL the Methodist Episcopal church over
which he was appointed pastor fifty
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
years ago, this being his first appointPurl· HUL

HJ11* ^ I

First Baptist Church, Bev. β. W. *·
lor.
PmeUii iwty Sunday mi 10 Λ a. M·
Sundfy School at 12. Sabbath evenlag ierrV*
m τ So.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evealae at
7 30.
the 1st Snbday o. the moeth
Ρ· -A?
not otherwise connecte» 1 are oorillally Invited-

(MSuMMéÎMm

Sept.

through. It la calculated that tbat
long enough to get people tnirsty,

Is

ment from the conference, and he was
also the first pastor of this church.
Many old friends greeted him.
Monday evening, a temperance meeting was held in the M. E. church and
Rev. B. C. Wentworth of Norway gave a
fine talk on temperance. Rev. Sylvester
Hooper and Rev. Alexander Hamilton,
the last two being ex-pastors of tbis
chnrcb, also gave ringing talks on

Mrs. I.unt returned last week to her
summer home here, after having epent I temperance.
the winter et Berbedoe.
Tuesday evening. Rev. C. W. Bradiee
Hod. Prentice Cumminge arrived here of Bath delivered his lecture, Masks and
Friday, coming from Brookllne, Mes*., I Paces, which was very Interesting.
with hi· touring cer.
Tuesday and Wednesday, Mr. and Mrs.
Beginning June 5th, the library will James Wright were guests at Mrs. J. U.
be opeoed twice η week, aa ueual, dur- Purington's. Mr. Wright went to Roxing the lummer montha; on Monday bury on a business trip during the time.
afternoon· from 8:00 to 4:30, and WedThursday, the Ladies' Club met with
nesday evening· from 7:30 to 9:00 Mrs. W. N. Upton to extend congratulao'clock.
I tions upon her birthday anniversary.
Miss Pereie N. Andrew·, who has Delicious ice cream and small cakes were
■pent the winter in Massachusetts, has served and a most happy afternoon was
returned to her Pari· Hill home.
spent.
Sire. Loren B. Merrill, who ha· been
Mrs. Waterbury, who has spent the
in Boaton for several week·, returned past year In Bethel, has gone to New
home fast week.
York.
Mr. Alphonse Van nen Kerckhoven
Admiral Kimball's servante arrived at
"Old Brick" last week aud ihe Admiral has opened a dower store" and already
and Mr·. Kimball are expected on Mon it is a most attractive place. The teleI phone exchange is to be moved here.
day of tkia week.
Mr. Sawtelle, a Grand Army veteran,
Mr and Mr·. Charlea L. Case arrived
here Saturday. Mr. Caae baa remodeled passed away Thursday at the home of
and enlarged hi· wmmer home here, his daughter, Mrs. Coolidge, on Spring
making one of the finest places in the Street.
as
Memorial Sunday was observed
village. Mr. Case has also made very
extensive improvements upon the build
usual at the Congregational church. The
ings at the farm north of this village Sons of Veterans acted as escort to
tbat be purchased from A. F. DeCoeter. I Brown Post, 6. A. R., and the Relief
Corps. The sermon was preached by
Weet Sumner.
Rev. W. C. Curtis, pastor of the church.
Mr·. Prance· Rowe i· keeping house Special music was furnished by a chorus
for W. E. Chandler.
choir from the several churches.
Mr. aDd Mrs. Horatio Chandler are
Memorial Day will be observed at the
I
while
son
Frank
their
bouse
for
several
cemeteries by the decoration of
keeping
his housekeeper is in Lewiston.
the soldiers' graves by a detachment
Mrs. Ann West had a»troke of paraly- from Brown Post. In the evening an
sis last week. The doctor thinks she address will be given in Odeon Hall by
will recover unless something else "sets Mr. Francis Wiggin of Portland. Music
in."
by the school children, and the academy
Rev. G. W. F. Hill and wife were in xtudents and a chorus.
to
came
Hill
Mrs.
town Wednesday.
The Berlin High came to Bethel Wedconsult her dressmaker. Mr. Hill called nesday and played the academy base ball
on a number of friends.
I team. Gonld beat β to 3.
Sirs. Harry Jacobs, who has been ill
There was no school at the academy
some time, is fast regaining ber health.
The commencement week exFriday.
Mrs. Rachel Parlin of South Paris Is ercises will begin with the baccalaureate
spending a lew weeks with her daughter, I sermon in the Congregational church.
Mr·. D. D. Small.
Miss Marie Wiggin of Bath spent
James Buck went to Lewiston last several days in Bethel the past week.
week and returned with a stylish looking I
The Rev. C. W. Bradiee was the guest
He bas traded his old I of Mrs. Davis Lovejoy while in Bethel.
young horse.
horse for this one.
De Reu Brothers will be in Odeon Hall
Mr. and Mrs. Lester West and two to
give a show May 31st; "Shine On 0
children of South Paris were in town Moon" has been here two evenings.
Sunday, called here by the illness of Mr. I
West's mother.
West Bethel.
Born, to the wife of Ernest Farrar, I
"The hens begin to lay;
Mav 20, a son.
Cows in the meadows stray,
Born. May 21, to the wife of Emery And butter drops a cent or two a pound ;
And wives, pretending fear,
a son.
...

j

Rverson,

8av cholera I»

near

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A. Chandler were
An<l for a seaside cottage hunt arouud.
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. Ε Lo
Last winter's clothes arc shot,
thro ρ Sunday.
And Summer garments got,
After Monday'· fierce heat when the I And ''paw paw" at the bllis, looks very blue;
The circus comes to town
were
we
shade
9S
in
the
glas· regUtered
And brings the merry clown,
all shivering over the fire
Tuesday, I
Who tells the jokes that little Noah knew.
when the glass took a sudden drop. We
The organ grinders play
were all grateful for the refreshing rain
HU paitl to go away,
of Wednesday. The first in about three Ami marbles, hooples, tops and kites arc seen,
And every body feels
months.
Like kicking up his heels
Tbe cemetery society are having a new
And making love and eating ealad green."
board fence built on the back of the
Memorial Day.
cemetery and other improvements arel
Seedtime is with us, and tillers of the
being made.
are busy and happy.
soil
Ε. E. Field and daughter Ora took dinThe long continued drouth seems to
ner with Mrs. E. G. Small Sunday.
be ended, and the air is purer and cooler.
Mrs. Amy Farrar, who has been ill I
Thomas W. Vashaw has taken a aumwith a liver trouble, ia very much immer's job cutting and peeling pulp wood
proved.
in Frye.
Mise Went worth, who is teaching here,
Grass is growing rapidly, and the hay
spent Saturday and Sunday of last week
crop now bids fair to be abundant.
with friends in Hartford.
Charles Sessions and Arthur Brown
Tbe mill shut down Wednesday for
have gone to Wiscasset to work.
lack of water. Earl Brown, who runs
Mist· Mildred Eaton, stenographer for
the saw, has returned to Buckfield. Only
the Dennison Sales Co., was in Portland
a small quantity of logs remain to be
last week.
sawed and if tbe water had held out
Miss Ada Farwell came home from
they might have finished in a few days. I
last weelc to visit her
The S Β. R olub met Thursday after- Auburn, Ind.,
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar P. Farwell.
noon at tbe club room.
Author, W ords-1 parents,
Rolfe Brothers' mill has been shut
worth. Then followed a study of Brazil. I
down several
days, and all in the
The black clouds and distant mutterings
miss the whistle.
of thuuder proved too much for the village
Mrs. Mary A. Lapham and adopted
ladiee' nenes, they broke off lu the mid-1
son of Oxford visited her eister, Mrs. L
die of their exercises and went home I
D. Grover, last week.
teariug a thunder shower.
Edward Mason and wife have moved
from the house opposite the post office
Mr. and Mr·. George O. Cha«e have to the hou»e of Fred Wiggett recently
aold their farm, known aa the Vernal vacated by E. S. Swift and wife.
Bates or Curti· farm, to Mr. and Mrs. I
Milk is being shipped from this etation
Fred C. Cummings of Kreeport. Mr. I
daily, both up and down the line, A. E.
and Mrs. Chase have no definite plans an
Tyler and G. P. Bean sending to Berlin,
yet regarding their movements, but will I N. U., and G. Dana Morrill to Portland.
Mr. and It is said to be a better business than
remaiu on tbe farm until July.
Mr·. Cumming· have three children.

j

| butter-making.

Mebroo.

oryaniβ κοπα.
Lin wood F. Crockett, a Portland lawyer, will deliver the oration here Memorial Day. The exercises as arranged
will all be held here in the afternoon, as
the Poet will visit Locke's Mills in the
morning to assist the comrades there.
At 1 o'clock the procession will form at
the town hall, in charge of James L.
Bowker, as mamhal. The procession
will be led by the Bryant's Pond Band,
followed by A. M. Whitman Post, Camp
Slocura, Sod* of Veterans, Mt. Christopher Co., No 40, Uniform Rank, K. of
P., Franklin Grange in a body and memberMofall the town schools. All will
participate in the service at Lakeside
Cemetery. The oration will be given at
the Universalist church and the schools
will assist there, with appropriate exercises.
The graduating class from Gould's

Mr. and Mrs. Ε. S. Dunham came (mm
Boston to their summer home last week.
Mrs. Webster Turner of Oxford spent
two days with Miss Tripp recently.
Mrs. J. C. Donham is visiting relatives
in Auburn.
J. E. Bartlett of Boston is visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. VV A. Bartlett.
A new foundation is being put under
Grange Hall as 4he old one was not considered safe.
Mrs. J. L. Bumpus and Miss Grace
Burapus were in Lewiston last week.
Mrs. Joseph Hibbs is failing and Mrs.
Ezra Marshall is still confined to her
bed.
We had news this week of the death of
Mrs. Addle B. Hawkes Bray at ber home
in Dorchester, Mass. Mrs. Bray was
born in Hebron, and a daughter of the
late Calvin B. Hawkes. She leaves a
husband and daughter, also a brother, Academy, numbering twenty-three, passed the day Friday at H. H. Crockett's
Calvin Bachelder Hawkes, of Boston.
Prof. W. E. Sargent had a birthday summer cottage.
A.
Mr.
S.
and
shower
card
The Tuttle Bros, will discontinue their
Tuesday
poat
Mr. stage route from here to Rumford Falls,
Bumpus had one Wednesday.
Bumpus was 82 years old.
May 27. Their mail contract to Rumford Corner will be continued by Mr.
Geo. H. Tuttle. Byron V. Tuttle will
Locke'· Mill·.
in a new enterprise, having purEmery Cole, a former resident of this engage
chased the Andrews House at South
place, died at the home of David LeBroke Paris.
at Waterford May 20. Funeral services
The foundation is being put in this
were held at the home of Mont Abbott
week for the bungalow to be built for
at South Bethel, Monday, May 22d, conof New Jersey. The foundaducted by Rev. C. L. Bsnghartof Bethel. Mr. Dodd
tion is built in piers of cement and cobMusic by Abbio Traak, Lola Foster, and
ble atone. The chimney and fireplace
Mrs. C. E. Stowell. Burial beside bis
also.
wife in the cemetery here.
"Uncle" will be stone
will
be
missed
hi·
many
by
Emery
East Sumner.
friends.
The hearts of all were made to rejoice
Mrs. Bradbury was in town last week
on Wednesday afternoon by the advent
with a Hne line of millinery.
of the long delayed rain.
Sara and Olive Swett are the guests of
Veteran soldiers planning to attend
Dr. and Mrs. Packard.
the encampment at Augusta, June 14-15,
O. L. Cusbman and family are at their
are promised one and one-third rates for
camp for the season.
the ronnd trip over the M. C. R. R., goThe season bids fair to be a lively one.
ing entirely by that line via Brunswick
All the campa will soon be occupied.
and Gardiner. This rate however, does
not apply to those who go via electrics
North Stoneham.
from Lewiston. The L. A. W. street
Joaie Adams haa been at work for Ina railway however, offer to oarry veterans
Hilton at North Lovell.
at that time at half rates going on reguAlvah Gammon of North Lovell laid lar cars from Lewiston via Gardiner—a
the chimney in John Adams' new house very reasonable offer which will be aplast week.
preciated by those able to go.
Ethel Wilaon and son Henry visited
Work on the Granee Hall was resumed
Mrs. H. B. McKeen last Saturday.
last week and the roof and walls are
Mell Allen and Dennis Adams are covered in. The addition will make the
working their horses together, as one of hall appear in better proportions and
Dennis' horse· is lame.
make a commodious building.
I.A.Andrews has sold bis horse to
Farm help is in great demand at good
Ned Kux of Lovell.
prices.
Mrs. John Adams worked for Mr·. H.
R. Andrews of North Lovell a few days
East Waterford.

last week.

Β. McKeen went to
Η
business Monday.

Norway

on

Albany.

Wallace Cumralnga la working for
Geo. Cummings.
Stanley Wheeler of South Parla waa in
town recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sawin and son
Glyndon were at S. G Bean'a last Sun-

day.

Mrs. Olive Wheeler baa been feeling
poorly of late.
Mrs. Chas. Beckler bas returned from
According to the latest reports, assert- St. Barnabas Hospital somewhat imed to be with authority, the lumber has
proved in health.
been ordered and the contract cloaed to
put Maine's famous covered bridge ia
East Bethel.
repair on ths first of July. Frons that
Moet of the farmer· have finished
Is to get
time till
11th, aot a

drop

Bethel.

planting.

Winfleld French and sod Perley of
Oxford are building a barn for Sidney

West Paris.
Henry M. Tuell died st the inaane

asylum

st

Auguata Friday morning.

Mr.

Taell wu taken to Auguata laat December and alnoe that time baa been gradually falling. He waa the eon of Blatba
and Charlotte (Holme»; Tnell and waa
born in Paria on a farm aituated In a
part of Parla known as Tuelltown, where
he and bla wife lived until a few yeara
ago when he built a houae on Main Street
and moved to West Paria. Mr. Tuell
waa the laat of a family of eight ohlldren.
He married Mellnda Crawford who with
their two childreo, Elmer E. Tuell of
Walpole, Mass., and Lena M., wife of C.
Everett Chaae, survives him. Mr. Tuell
was 83 yearn of age and has always been
an honest, industrious citizen, and had
The
the respect of the community.
funeral waa held Sunday afternoon at his
late residence, Rev. D. A. Ball officiating.

Manufacture· Ια Maine.

Mala· News Notas.

The body of a Pol· who committed
auiolde bj jumping from the Maine;
Central bridge into the Androscoggin
River at Lew let on, wu recovered about
• week later.
Senator William P. Frye haa left Washiogton for hii home in Maine» and will
not return daring the preaent session of
be
congress, bat left word that he would
back in December.

résulta of the Thirteenth United States
of
Census of Manufactures of the State
CenMaine was issued to-day by Acting
It includeea
sus Director Faulkner.

Holtnan Day, the well known aathor,
and J. Putnam Stevens, wbo bave been
on a tour of Europe, bave returned to
Portland. Mr·. Day and Mrs. Stevens
will remain in England for the coronation.

original report·.

direotor of tbe City National Bank of
and tbe address in tbe afternoon. Rev.
and was a member of the bouse
Mr. Lamb preached tbe sermon memorial Belfast,
He is a
of representatives In 1907.
Sunday before the local post and camp Democrat.
of the Sons of Veterans.
The Yale Stock Co. were here three
Although lines and preservers were
nights, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, thrown within easy reach of Cecil Linnoand gave three fine presentations of kin, when he fell overboard from h
launch at Rockland, Sunday, be made
popular dramas.
Supt. Smith was at home from Sanford no attempt to grasp them and was
over Sunday.
It Is supposed he was dazed
drowned
H. F. Rawson went with the Hebron by the fall. Linnekin, who was 20 years
base ball team to Watervllle to the an- of age and employed as a bookkeeper,
nual meet Friday and Saturday.
lost his balance when the boat rolled
He attempted to save
unexpectedly.
Hiram.
himself by clinging to the bell rope but
Our citizens on Sunday, May 21at, the bell was pulled from the socket and
with the mercury at 09, and the 22d at he went over backwards, and sank with102 in the sbade, remembered that on out an outcry.
May 22d, 1888, it snowed five inches.
A reunion is planned for this summer
The writer also remembers that there
of people in the town of Webster and
was a snow squall in South Hiram, May
vicinity, who are interested in the prer·
20th. 1857.
ervation of the historic old church at
of
the
file·
the
editor.—The
(Note by
Webster Corner. This church was built
Democrat show that on the night of
in 1827 by the Universalists and Calvinlst
inches
of
four
21,
1892,
Saturday, May
Baptists united. The two denominaenow
fell, and the Democrat has a tions
met at the first on alternate Sunpicturo of Main Street, Paris Hill, taken
and the firstjthing a Baptist would
on the morning of May 22, 1892, showing days
be was first to enter the church
The say when
the ground covered with snow.
ou the "Baptist" Sunday was, "There
Democrat does not record the fact of a
the Universalist devil out of the
snowfall on May 22, 1888, though the goes
window." The church building is nqw
that
a
number
note
issue
does
following
in need of repair but so heavy are
of snowdrifts remain in sight. Is it sadly
the timbers and the charch was so well
has
our
that
correspondent
possible
built that it has stood the tumult of the
made a slip of one presidential term?)
elements daring all these years.
On the 23d, 24th and 25th inst. we
have bad a refreshing rain.
Over 80 magnificent elm trees were
On the evening of May 25th the house sacrificed in the recent Bangor fire.
of Cyrus H. Goodwin on Hiram Hill,
trees as were

occupied by John Sargent, was burned;
origin unknown. A part of the furni-

was saved.
Mr. Eli C. Wadsworth went to West
Parsonsfield on Friday.
Llewellyn A. Wadsworth is in poor
health.
Mr. Edwin Merrifield died in South
Hiram, May 17, after a long aud painful
sickness, aged 00 years. We have known
this mont estimable man from his childhood as a neighbor, schoolmate, pupil,
and diligent, useful, peaceable citizen,
beloved in all the business and relations
of life. He leaves a widow and one son,
and many friends. He waa deeply bereaved on March 10th by the sudden
death of his οηΐί daughter, Mrs. Evle
West, of Kezar Palls, aged 20 years, one
of earth's pure, amiable, and gentle
spirits. We lay upon their graves this
tribute: There is no line in their lives·
that we would wish to erase, no act that
we would wish to foaget,

ture

Dickvale.
About 10 o'clock Tuesday evening,
May 23, Ε. M. Worthley'a mill was discovered to be oc fire. The alarm was
rung on the telephone and the people
promptly responded with pails, milk cans
and buckets. But everything was so
dry and the fire had made such headway
that saving the mill was out of the question, and the volunteer fire fighters devoted their time to saving the strip shed
and stock In the yard. Loss six thousand dollara. Insurance one thousand.
This is a hard blow to Mr. Worthley as
he early thia spring lost a lumber mill
at Roxbury, with no insurance.
The
Dickvale mill waa engaged In the manufacture of speeders and dowels.

Denmark.

Mr. Fred Sanborn has been confined
to the house the paat week with a bad

in 1904.
The value of

product

products represent» tin
actually turned out by thi >
during the census year am

as

1
factories
does not necessarily have any relatioi 1
to tbe amount of sales for that year
The values under this head also includi
the amount received for work done oi ,
materials furnished by others.

VALUE ADDED BY

MANUFACTURE.

added by manufacture
represents the difference between thi
cost of materials used and the value ol
product· after tbe manufacturing procès··
es have been expended upon them
Tbe value added by manufacture wbj
$78,928,000 in 1909 and $63,978,000 ii
1904, an increase of $14,950,000, or 2:
per cent. Tbe value added by manu
facture formed 45 per cent of tbe tota
value of products in 1909 and 44 per cen
in 1904.
Miscellaneous expenses include renl
oi factory or works, taxes, and amouui
paid for contract work, and these item*
as well as such office and other expense:
as can not be elsewhere classified, wil
appear separately in the final report*
The amount was $14,291,000 in 1909 an
$12,485,000 in 1904, an increase of $1,806.
000, or 14 per cent. The average πιίκ
cellaneous expense per establlsbmem
was approximately $4,000 in 1909 and in

The value

1904.

The salaries and wages amounted tr

in 1909 and $36,681,000 ir
increase of $0,748,000, or 18 pei

$43,429,000
1904,

an

/

Annonnoement is made that on Satur-

day, June 10, Ringling Brothers' World's
Greatest Shows will give two perform-

in Lewiston.
This is the greatest of American circuses In every sense of the word, and an
event not to be overlooked by the lovers
of wholesome amusement.
For many years the Ringling Brothers
have maintained the most popular as
well as the beat show. This year they
ance·

•re more

than

ever

giving patron· their

worth. Among the many great
attractions under the twelve acres of
canvas are Prof. Emory's
troupe of
trained baby elephant·, the wonderful
Schuman performing horses from the

money's

Circus Schuman, Germany; "Toque" the
dog marvel of England which doe· a
somersaulting performance on the back
of a swiftly running horse; the wonderful Alex family of French aerialists; the
great Crooker family of Oypsy riders;
the Deltorellt
family of Hungarian
clown·, onoe entertainer· in the court of
theSbahof Persia; the Bonsetti family
of Italian acrobats, the Caetrllllon family of Spaniah acrobats; the Hodgini

What the

Resist tbe devil and be will floe from
you. That is a "chestnut" ages oid.
Tbe ''chestnut" that seems to thrive In
some localities in Maine ie comparatively fresh and new. It is of a later date.
The old time devil went about like a
roaring lion, seeking whom be migh·
devour. Treat him in a diametrically
opposite manner and he will turn tail
and disappear to bis borne in bell oi
Halifax. Even should be decide to roar
he will roar you gently a· Shakespeare's
sucking dove. Deal kindly and considerately with him, and the nature oi
the beast will be radically changed.
Let him bave bis will and hi· way, and
out of pure gratitude be will cause tbe
parched land and the waste places In
Maine to bud and blosaom as tbe rose.
Noses too. Just give him tbe right of
way, and watch out and see how considerate be will be.
To be sure, it has never worked that
way in the states where it has been tried.
Tbat has been proven time after time.
No matter about that. What we fathers
want, wbo bave boys, Is to give tbem an
easier and a more direct way to tbe
"booze" than we have had for tbe laat
fifty years. It i· exceedingly inconvenient to be forced to go to Lewiston,
for Instance, to get our whistle moistened, and even then it is a doubtful proposition. And you can not always depend
What the boys are
on train or trolley.
suffering for is a nioe, respectable, clean,
moral and religious rum shop In every
town and village In Maine, where they
can run in at any time and all hours of
tbe day or night, Sundays not excepted,
and find spiritual comfort at ao much a

glass.

must bave better opporbave bad. Tbe times
It. And the rum Interests of
other state· are charitably inclined to give tbe boy· a ohance. Suob
disinterestedness Is worthy our careful
John.
consideration. What? /

O, tbe
tunities
demand
tbla and

boys

than

we

ought

to

pur^asj ^erae

^ecau8e we

New Hosiery

that the two later censuses exclude
hand and the building trades and tbt

cent.
entirely girdled
Only such
The number of salaried officials and
no
be
can
of
which
there
by the fire, and
clerks was 4,860 in 1909 and 3,772 ir
taken
are
of
being
saving
possible hope
1904, an increase of 1,088, or 29 per cent
down. Others, where the trees have
The average number of wagn earnen
budded, or there is enoagh bark left to employed during the year was 79,955 in
allow the circulation of the sap are to 1909 and 74,958 in
1904, an increase ol
remain until it is definitely known
or 7 per cent.
4,997,
whether or not they will survive the
The primary horsepower was 459,59f
damages of the flames. The loss to the in 1909 and 343,627 in 1904, an increaxt
city in its splendid shade trees cannot of 115,972, or 34 percent. The averagt
be estimated in money, and it will be
horsepower per establishment, consider
years and years before some of them are ine all establishments, was approximate
commissioners
plan ly 130 In 1909 and 109 in 1004.
replaced. The park
to set out trees to replace the loss, whenfor
is
available
an
ever
appropriation
Devil Wants.

such purpose.

It

ο
The Thirteenth Census, like that
oi
1904, differs from the Twelfth Census in
1900, with referenoe to manufactures,tbt

Ser

family of Italian equestrians, and the
Hall on the Whittler farm.
fifty greatest olowns on earth.
In tne menagerie ia found Tiny Tom
Irving Green's little girl has been cold.
ever seen
spending a week with her aunt, Mrs.
Silver Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. P., No. Tinker, the smallest elephant
are forty eleHerbert Walker.
worked the degree upon eleven can· In America. In all there
19,
other wild beasts,
Mrs. Hattle Merrill, who has been in didates
Thursday evening. » There waa pbants and 1,200
Ipswich, Mass., since the middle of a large attendance. Mr. Frank Bennett comprising the rareat of zoological
Is the
March, returned home Saturday.
and wife and three friepda were present specimens. The morning parade
ever devised for
Will Olmstead, wife and daughter, are from
Harriaon, and Mr. Jamea Went· greatest street spectacle are three miles
visiting in Bangor.
worth and wife from Brownfleld. Toe cirou· purposes. There
Mi-s. Martha Pride visited in Tagger, cream and cake were served after the of It and every mile a mile of wonders.
Ringling Brother·' olrcna ia twentyNorway, this week.
meeting in the banquet hall.
it· career as a
Mr. C. E. Cobb la to have a laundry In eight years old. It began
one-horse affair In Baraboo, Wi·., when
North Waterford.
connection with his hotel.
were acarcely
Mr. Morrill of the firm of Barnham à the now famona brother·
Lulu Hamilton of Haverhill, Mass.,
In the face of the
more tbaa children.
who has heen visiting relatives here, baa Morrill, Portland, waa In town Saturday.
bitterest opposition It grew Into the
returned to her home.
greatest amusement institution the world
North Parla.
John Tubbs has pot-chased Addison
has ever known. Its field extends over
Holt's an to.
Fred Andrew· sawed several fingers the entire earth. It ha· offloes In every
at about 11 quite badly last week In I. W. Andrews
Died Monday night,
capital of Europe and Asia and foreign
A Sons' mill.
o'clock, Mrs. Eliza Proctor.
workshops near Liverpool. It employa
Erneat Nason is working with his
Frank Beck and wife visited at his over 2,000
people, 1,286 of whom travel
team for Fred Huelton.
father's Sunday, the 21at, coming In hia with the show.
Dr. Bradbury from Norway called here new auto. John Reeves and wife came
Thursday to see Parris Paige, who has with them to see ber folks, Q. Kimball
Suicide at Rumford Center.

Ο. B. Farwell baa been planting potaso
that tbey will want to thirst no more. toea for the farmers with a potato
Meanwhile a few patches have been put planter, which is a great improvement.
Z. W. Bartlett viaited Lewiston last
on the bridge ahead of the oootract.
Keoaebec County is one of the spots, weak.
Miss Klla Farwell visited friends at been sick all winter.
and tbe sdict has gone forth that It
Died last Saturday at the borne of
Berlin, Ν. H., the past week.
must be dry from now oo.
Mrs. H. O. Blakê and Mrs. George David Lebroke, Emery Cole, aged 73
Swan vlalted Gorbam and Berlin, Ν. H., years.
Don't Meattoa Anything So Slow!
Waterford Grange, No. 477, have Inone day last week.
(HeUut Jourc.il.;
Mias Elsie Bartlett has gone to Cam- vited Sweden and Suncook Granges to
A yoke of oxen and a boat propelled
visit them on Friday evening, June 16th.
bridge, Mass., for a few weeks' visit.
Mrs. Ε. H. Nason spent Saturday
by oars are noveltiee now-a-daya. BeMrs. J. H. Swaa Is gaining and able to
fore lon( *** *fcaM
b*
be oat In the sunshine pleasant days.
ifternooq with Annie Haaelton.

for 1904
summary oomparing the figures
and 1909, by state totals, prepared undei
the dlreotion of Mr. William M. 8teuart,
chief statistician for manufacturée, BuThe figures are
reau of the Census.
as may be necesrerlslon
such
to
subject
of the
sary after a further examination

industries, and took ao
A party from the Portland Board of neighborhood
on'v of establishments conducted
Trade, numbering about eighty, made a count
In the lasl
of Maine the last three under the factory system.
The interment was In We*t Parla ceme- whirlwind tour
as in that for 1904, statlitict
also,
state
census,
the
days of last week, covering
factories having a
tery.
Port Kent, and inspect- were not collected for
Rev. and Mra. D. A. Ball are getting from Rumford to
for the census year of a value
of
product
establishments
industrial
ing the
nicely aettled in their new home.
less than $500, except that reports weri
state.
Mr. and Mra. L C. Bates are receiving numerous towns in the
taken for establishments idle during s
a visit from their brother, Henry H.
Last Monday was very near the record portion of the year 1909, or which begs®
Bates, and their grandson, Theodore L. for a hot May day in Maine. Indeed, in operation in that year, and whose prod
Bates, of New Haven, Conn.
some parts of the state it went beyond ucts, therefore, were less than 1500.
Miss Ella M. Curtia la viaiting relatlvea that. At Lewiston the official weather
The word "establishment," as used in
in Portland.
bureau thermometer reached ,101 in the the Thirteenth Census, is defined an
Peru
and
of
Curtia
Mrs.
Alva
and
Mr.
shade, allowing it to be the hottest day meaning one or more factories, mills, oi
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Curtis of Norway since 1885 wbon the records were first
plants owned, controlled, or operated
were guests at George W. Ridlon's last
kept.
by a person, jxrtnership, corporation,
Sunday.
located in the same
A coroner's jury fully exonerated from or other owner,
Dr. and Mra. F. E. Wheeler apent a
or city, and for which one set oi
town
who
of
Clinton,
blame Horace Clifford
day or two in Portland laat week.
books of account is kept.
Rev. D. A. Ball attended the Oxford fatally shot a neighbor, Orrip Hayes.
The reports were taken for the cal
inan
Intermittent
from
While
suffering
County Asaociation at Bridgton Thursendar year ending December 81, 1909,
be
was
which
Hayes
to
subject,
sanity
day and Friday.
of bookkeeping
house under such wherever the system
Mr. and Mra. Albert Hall of Dixfleld was entering Clifford's
for that period to bf
as made blm a menace to permitted figure*
circumstances
M.
Mann.
of
Lewis
recent
were
gueita
secured ; but in case the fiscal year of an
Mr. and Mra. Samuel Johnson have the family.
establishment differed from the caiendai
H.
in
W.
to
Emery's
the
housekeeping
gone
petition year, a rpport of Its operations was obPresident Taft has denied
Mra.
Johnson's for
Several of
house.
formertained for the fiscal period failing most
pardon of Charles W. Morse,
friends gave her a little surnriae party
of Bath, In which many Maine people largely within 1909.
ly
and kitchen shower Thursday afternoon. are interested. Morse is serving a fifteen
THB.BATE8 OF INCREASE.
at
The sale, supper and entertainment
years' sentence in the federal prison
The summary for the state shows ingiven by the Unlversalist Good Will So- Atlanta for violation of the national
given creases in ail the items at the census of
ciety met with good success, and a good banking laws. Permission is
for 1904.
sum was realized for the society.
Morse to renew his application after Jan. 1909, as compared with that
Mrs. Cole and family, who have occuThese are exhibited, in percentage or1913.
1,
der, as follows:
pied one of Mrs. Hattie Mooney's rents,
Last fall Royal Pettengill of Howland
have moved to New Hampshire.
Capital, 41 per cent; primary horsebis home, and on the
G. A. Smith la quite ill and it is fear- disappeared from
34 percent; number of salaried
power,
was
21st inet. his decomposed body
ed that he has tbe measles.
officials and clerks, 29 per cent; value
home.
his
from
found about half a mile
added by manufacture, 23 per cent;
One of bis eons during the winter was value of
Died at tbe home of her daughter,
products, 22 per cent; cost oi
distance
a
short
within
wood
materials used, 21 per cent; salaries and
Mrs. John M. Wood, at Snow's Falla, chopping
much
too
was
The
body
of the place.
18 per cent; miscellaneous exMay 20, Mrs. Sarah J. Sparks, widow of
to reveal anything as to the wages,
of establishthe late Hon. Reuben G. Sparks of decomposed
penses, 14 per cent; number
death.
of
cause
ments, 13 per cent; and average numbei
Provincetown, Mass., after a painful illthe
several weeks following the
ness of
A coroner has been called to investi- of wane earners employed during
fracture of a hip, aged 73 years. The gate the death of James A. Jose, which year, .7 per cent.
There were 3,540 manufactuiing esfuneral services were held at the home occurred Thursday at Sandy Brook, four
of her daughter, Mrs. John M. Wood, miles out of Saco. There bad been a tablishments in 1909 and 3,145 In 1904,
and the remains were taken to Province- drinking bout in the house of a neighbor, an increase of 401, or 13 per cent.
The capital invested, as reported in
town, Mass., to be buried beside her where Jose was found. He had aphusband. She leaves two aona and two parently fallen out of a chair on to bis 1909, was $202,260,000, a gain of $58,
knees, with his hands and head doubled 552,000, or 41 por cunt, over $143,708,000
daughters.
in 1904. The average capital per^ esunder his body, and choked to death.
Buckfleld.
tablishment was approximately $57,00(
warm wave of Monday was reThe
in 1904. In this con
Mrs. Strout of Milbridge, Maine, is
two in 1909 and $40,000
of
death
the
for
in
part
sponsible
nection it should be stated that In th<
visiting her aon, Mr. Bracket!, the prin- Standish
who late in the afternoon
boys
cens'is schedule the inquiry concernai
cipal of the bigb school.
removed their shoes and stockings and
H. C. Prince has been with his parenta
capi'.nl invested calls for the tota
waded into Jose's Brook. They walked
both owned and borrowed and
here for a few days.
amount,
drowned.
Into a deep bole and were
invested in the business, but does nol
Mrs. Maude Bittes of Boston is visiting
of
son
Tbe victims were James B., 13,
include the value of rented property
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. BridgFranklin Norton, and Walter E., 11, son
or equipment which was employ
ham.
plant,
are
fathers
Tbe
of Edgar S. Norton.
ed in the conduct of manufacturing en
F. R. Dyer bad a new Maxwell car decousins.
livered Monday.
terprises. In the final bulletins and reA Gipsy caravan of four teams passed
John Riddell, a 10-year-old lad, was ports there will be a statement regarding
tbe the rental paid for such property.
through the place Monday afternoon. carried over tbe Bradbury dam onSunThe cost of materials used was $07,
The lassies were ready to tell fortunes Saco River at Saco, and drowned,
it
fur a consideration.
day. With two friends, John Brown 10 101,000 in 1909, as against $80,042,000 2!
G. W. Heath of West Sumner Is with and John Connolly 15, young Riddell 1904, an increase of $17,059,000, or
The fish did per cent. The average cost of materiali
bis daughter, Mrs. T. H. Lunt.
was fishing near the shore.
establishment was approximate^
Evening Star lodge of Masons worked not bite very well so the boys rowed out
current
caught
the Entered Apprentice and Fellowcraft Into deeper water. Tbe
27,000 in 1909 and $25,000 in 1904. Ir
but
dam
a
at
It
over
the
addition to the component materiali
special the boat and carried
degrees on one candidate
meeting Monday evening. An invitation just before it went over Brown and Con- which enter into the products of tbi
has been given to Whitney Lodge of nolly jumped out, tbe former swimming establishment for the census year then
Canton to be present at the regular ashore, and tbe latter being assisted by are included fuel, rent of power and heat
and mill supplies. The cost of material·
June meeting.
another boat.
(
of
include unused ma
Mrs. Ralph PotteogiU and son
William B. however, does not
Commissioner
Bank
State
Mechanic Falls are visiting friends in
terials and supplies bought either foi
on
of Lewiston
Wednesday
Skelton
or for use during a subse
town this week.
tendered bis resignation to take effect speculation
Miss Sarah Barrett has been visiting
and Governor Plalsted appoint- quent period.
June
30,
relatives in Sumner tbe past week.
VALUE OF PRODUCTS.
ed as his successor Robert F. Dunton of
Clarence Atwood of Auburn has been
Belfast. Mr. Skelton bas held the posiThe value of prodacta was $176,020,(XX 1
with relatives here for a week.
bave
would
term
tion since 1906, and bis
Id 1909 and $144,020,000 in 1904, an in
Mr. Verne Whitman will deliver tbe
20, 1912. Mr. Dunton is crease of $32,009,000, or 22 per cent
Memorial Day address Tuesday. There expired July
a lawyer 61 years of age, bas been presiThe average per establishment wan ap
will be a service at tbe cemetery in tbe
dent of tbe Belfast Savings Bank and is a
proximately $50,000 In 1909 and $46,0(X ι
morning and exercises by tbe schools

Nothing more aatlafactory In Sumbeen manufacmer hosiery bas ever

tured than the lioe of Yankee knit
are
hosiery we are showing. They
soft and fine as ailk and much morn
durable. All colors, black, blue
and ran in several shades, plum, belio,
colors.
ox blood, green and other nice

'-p°™

1·
Y™
Haven't any old merchandise.

New Overshirts
If yon

need

soon

Straw Hats

needing or will
shirt, you Ml do well
atock, bought with the

are now
a new

to see our new
idea of wear and comfort for yon.
Room y comfortable shirts in the
w

color!ngs and styles, white and
colored. Golf and coat styles.
latest

When you buy a hat it is
important
that you nut only Ret one that
i»right
in style aud Rood in

quality, but thit

it is »uited to your face and
build
We are now showing the New

Strawi

in all the different

buy

you can

a

dimension· *j that

bat that is right.

New Straws up to $5

BOc, $1 and $1.50

Yankee Hose, 25c

HART SCHAFFNER L MARX CLOTHING
the prominent characteristic of these clothes for
Men
The
vaiue stands out plainly in every suit
Tne value

T7oi«« ίο

men.

thenHome

As the

Home^

le are buying them.
d
Marx
clothes, we offer
&
Schaffner
Hart
of
stock of these famous clothes.

Η. B. Foster,

Norway, Maine

One Price
Clothier,

REFRIGERATOR!

ÏHE BEAK AND BUY A
THE BUTTERFLY.
The Hot Wave is Here.
A large und ferocious bear once lived
lo the middle of u great forest, and so
fierce and terrible wus be that be bad
the forest all to blmeelf, for all tbe an
tmala wbo used to live there ran away
Now
when they saw him coming.

this bear enjoyed being fierce and furious to the full extent. Nothing pleas
ed him better than to frighten the
squirrels Into flta; therefore It was η
great deprivation to him to bnve the

animals all leave.
One morning he awoke feeling particularly gruff and grum, so be gave
before
roars
enormous
seventeen

breakfast lu the hope of giving somebody a good scare. But, alas, there
wasn't anybody ο round to be scared,
not even a field mouse, and tbe

of all that wasted talent

thought

sad to
the bear that be Immediately started
out to find something to frighten if it
took him all day.
At last be met a butterfly. It was a
beautiful blue and gold butterfly, and
when the bear discovered it it was sit
wae so

ting on a wild rose eating breakfast
The bear was so delighted at finding

that tbe roar he
gave sounded almost amiable. Nevertheless it was such a roar as would
have frightened a squirrel into a fit.
But instead of showing symptoms of

something

to

scare

fits the butterfly continued placidly
eating breakfast. Just as if tbe bear
had not spoken. At this the bear was
He didn't like the
most Indignant
idea of having come all that distance
Just for the sake of scaring something
and then have tbe thing refuse to be

scared. So he gave seventeen of his
When be
loudest and fiercest roars.
was afl through the butterfly turned
and said politely. "Excuse me; did you

anything?"
"Say anything?" repeated

say

"Didn't you hear me?

frightened?"
"Frightened!"

the bear.
Aren't you

echoed the butterfly.
"What should I be afraid of?"
"Why, of me, of course," said the
bear. "Everybody's afraid of me."
At that the butterfly laughed and
laughed. "You don't suppose you are
so terrible, you silly creature!" she
said. "You are the on· that should be

frightened. There is something always
behind you, and it follows wherever
you go."
The bear looked nervously over blk
shoulder.
"Ob, you can't see it" said the butterfly. "But Ifs behind you all tbe
"Goodness gracious met" cried the
bear. "What is It?"
"1 shan't tell you." replied the butterfly, "but if I were you I'd be car»
"
ful how I bebuved
"Thank you ho much for telling me,"
"I'll be
said the bear, quite meekly

WE SELL

The Baldwin
THE DRY AIR KIND.

class workmanship, good

First
ice

savers.

see

them

N.

and romp and roar and scare thing?
ever any more.
Ooodby. Mix» Butter
fly," aud he tiptoed back to bi» forest
When he bud gone the butterfly
laughed and Intighed. "Silly thing!"
3be said "Of course there's something
beblud him that he can't see, but It's·

only

tals own tall!"

Poor Ducky.
The boys and girl* sit around In a
circle, and some one Is chosen to be
It tben falls to the lot
poor ducky.
of ducky to quack In front of some
one player who must stroke ducky's
head and say. "Poor ducky, poor
ducky, poor ducky!" repeating the
words three times without smiling. If
the player smiles while be la stroking
the dock's bend he or she must change
pinces with ducky. To make It all the
hnrder for the players to keep from
lanchlng ducky should make the most
comical faces he knows how while he
Is quacking, and the funnier his voice
Do you
the more fun there will be.
know, a lot of us growu girls played
this game the other evening. and It was
lots of fun to j»ce all the guests look
sober aud dignified and then
burst out into a hearty laugh.

so

finally

A Vegetarian Cat
a cat In the seclusion of
Π η mptoD Court, Kncland, which has
ι »-come a strict vegetarian, certainly
on principle, since there Is plenty of
meat to be had. This eccentric creature. black from nose to tall, baa taken
for her chief diet scarlet runner bean*
Cucnmbers she also Mkea, and carrots.
If they ore boiled, while she occasionally nibbles awuy at other vegetables.
Hut for some inscrutable reason this
singular cat will not tonch fruit and,
although she will drink milk, she rejects the bread that may be mixed
with It Altogether there Is some talk
of taking this queer animal to London
to have the philosophera talk over her
There Is

The Chatham Chest
Carefully preserved at Greenwich
(England) hospital ia the famous Cftat
bam chest. It la a great box
curiouslywrought, its Iron body being crossed
and recrossed by strengthening bands
of steel. It was the nearest approach
the artificers of Elizabeth's
age ever
made to the modern iron safe and was
worked with special care, h In ce It was
the repository of the funds of the
great
naval charity. In l(fe3 It was felt that

Call and

Prices low.

write for catalogue.

or

Dayton Bolster Co.
SQUARE,
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STRAW HATS
This hot weather must bring to your mind
Hat. Our

Straw

a

Feather-Weight Straw Hats
will keep your head cool and comfortable.

We have most of the

Hats

popular Straw

They

on

the market this

season.

quality.

of most excellent

are

5c to $2.00

Prices,

Panama Hats, $5.00
25c to 50c.

Δ Full Line of Crash Hats,
Summer

Caps, 50c

$1.50

to

=====

J. F. PLUMMER
Clothier and Furnisher,

particularly careful, and I won't growl

P. S. Robert S. Keebler of Tennessee
•ays tbat aince the adoption of prohibition the enticements of tbe aaloon bave
largely disappeared. "It la tbe coming
generationa about whom tbe South la
know tbe
particularly concerned and if ISouth
will
of our people, the
temper
and wife.
fast to her temperance legislation"
hold
Rumford
of
Charles
Woods
Arthur
Mrs. Trask and son were at Norway
when you
Center banged himself In bis barn Wed- ; Hold fut tc a good thing
the 26th.
know it la good. Cleave to the right, something should be done for
EngA. B. Abbott la quite alok, alao Lewi· uesday. It Is believed his act was com-1
or
mltted in a fit of despondency over ill because It Is right. The experience
land's disabled sailors who had so
Abbott.
be
to
Is
not
Ignored.
safely
the
all
ages
IjealtJ). Coroner H. L. Elliott was callnobly upheld her prestige on the se;i
to tbe execution of the law
A bill appropriating 1400,000 for a new | ed, bnt decided there was no need of an Indifference
against practically the whole world.
as
as
opposition.
Is
about
open
deadly
Hr. Woods was 51 year· old.
So the Chatham chest was Instituted.
post office at Bangor baa paaaed the inquest.
Qet busy and bold fast!
A widow and two obiidren aurvlre.
United State· senate.
•

Furnishings

New Clothing and

Washington, D. C., May 19, 1911.A preliminary statement of the general
ι

31 Market

South Paris. Maine

Square,

Spring Millinery!
We have

a

complete line oi

Dress and Tailored Hats
In the newest

styles and shapes, also

Children's Hats and Bonnets.

MRS. L_ C. SMI LEV,
South

Maine.

Paris,

Hammocks and Croquet Sets
Our

new

stock is

now

inspection.

ready for your

We have some of the best values
have ever shown.
XT Δ ΤΙ/ΓΤ\/ΓΛΓΙΤΓΟ

niilllllLUUAO,
Notice

In various

we

ntyl»·* and colon,

$1.00

to

$7.00 each

our

COUCH HAUUOCES,

$6·®®

With wire spring, mattress, and wind shield for only
Good substantial

CROQUET SETS,
TENNIS GOODS OF ALL

$100

to

$6.00

KINDS.

Better make your selection· early while the stock in complete.

Pharmacy

At the

of

CHAS. H. HOWARD CO.
SOUTH

PARIS.

CAST0RIA to Mints ifldCMMmi

TIiKUYm Hiii iUtin Built

MAINE.

Beinth·

/tfTZf',
*
"

0

J

the Oxford Democral

Μη. Jolis
rill'e.

Cplley

ia again at Dr. Mer-

W. R. Fletcher of Worceeter, M*m., ie
bere for tbe holiday.

"SOUTH PARÛT

Mies Florence M. Richardson *u In
Lewiston over Sunday.

*ovth paris p«>rr <>mo·.
·» P. ■.
oflce Hour·. 7 » a. *. to7

A

Burglary,

MTBON W.

Bat No Plunder.
I

MAXIM DI8C0VEBS

INTBUE

EXIT.
KB, WHO MAKES HASTY

Early Saturday morning

a

houses of prostitution!"
In his study of the liquor traffic In a
The
modern American city, entitled
Thin Crust of Civilization," appearing
In The American Magazine, Ray Stannard Baker thus characterize· the folly
and the futility of our American civilievll.
zation in its treatment of the •aloon
While he nee· as the subject of hi· etudy
was
the town of Newark, Ohio, where
perpetrated last July the awful tragedy
involving the death of Carl Etherlngton
in an effort to enforce the law, he well
Newark,
says that In thus describing
be ha· described also the typical Amerithe esdescribed
can town, indeed has
sential characteristic· of our modern

burgle

store'and re
Postm aster Samuel F. Davis has pur- entered the «porting goods
Mr
pair shop of Myron W. Maxim, and
chased a Ford automobile.
ORAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
Maxim, who sleeps In the sbop, has eve
Dr. W. I. Merrill bas purchased a Ford sinoe been
trying to make ont whet he
Commencing May 7,1911,
touring car of H. G. Fletcher.
be is a fool for not potting the fellow
PARIS
tOPTH
TRAINS LIAT!
a whole skin.
Hamlin Lodge, Κ. of P., will work the or a lucky man to bave
TO A. ■·, dally ; 9:50 Α. II
lining town ieast)-5
The store, which is in Maxim Block
e»en4 οβ p. m., dally.
tiret
and
ranks
next
seoond
Friday
Sunday;
.-•It except
fronta on Market Sqnare, and in thi
'lallr; 3:36 p. H • >ng.
i.olog up weel)—»S0A.
» 50 p. M., Jatly.
rear is a large work room devoted to tbi
t»i:y except Sunday;
Mint Fanny N.
Chapman went to repair and machine work. Double door
ΜΗί—I
Portland Wednesday to visit friends for which are about half glass, large enongl
Church, Rev. Α. Τ M<
nrst Congregational
a
a.
10:4Λ
few
a
service.
;
to take in an automobile, open on tb<
days.
W îiurter, I'»*tor. Preaching
11 45 A. M.; T. P. S. C. E. 6U
Mr. Maxim sleeps in t
area at the rear.
tun lay School
>
Churc
of
the
00
p.
E.
m.;
Ashland,
7
-service
Cole, principal
Roy
Kvenlng
i> M
at the front end of the bij
:.U> p. m
,·<·γ ng Wednesday evening at 7
is at home for tbe high bunk
Mass.,
high
school,
havi
connected, are cordially 1b
room, and his dog and cat also
ι ;.,ot otherwise
holiday recess.
ÎUfi
quarters there.
T. Ν. Rowley, Paatoi
Rev.
Church,
ilet
i William P. Morton and George F.
y
About two o'clock Saturday morning
10:00 A. m.
llg -i .r.lay, morning prayermeeUng
Sabbath Schoo Eastman are at Camp Concord over the Mr. Maxim was awakened by a sound o!
,"'ng service 10 45 A. *.;
v.
p.
DO
β
Meeting
Κ y worth League
; holiday recess.
something which he at first supposée
evening 7:30; clan
ravt-r meeting Wednesday
his cat scratching at the rear door
7:30.
Jones of Portland, formerly of was
George
meeting Friday venlng
l'astor
Davis,
Rev. E. A
The dog, which was at the foot of thi
hie
of
the
Hi t1«i Church,
was
with
South
family
Paris,
Sab
lav, preaching service 10:45 a.m.;
un >
bunk, showed that something was up bj
M. ; ^. P. β. C. K-, rt:15 p. M. ! son. J. H. Jones, over Sunday.
«m school 12 :-w
short,
gruff barks. Mr. Maxim got up,
evening
μ.
Wednesday
p.
.crettng
All an
William L'ulbert and family are te» went down tu the Hoor and back to th<
Seats free.
-crvlci 7 3D.
Mr. Culbert middle of the room, reaching to turn or
move to Portland, where
wr coiue.
Cheater Gore Miller
r- iilst Church, Kev
lia» employment iu a fouudry.
The lamp wai
a portable electric light.
a
I'reacnlng service every Sunday
P. C. V
nut hanging on its usual noil on a post
m
»
Sunday School at 1'.' M. V.
M. Shaw has returned from the
Harry
and he went on to the roar door, and
at P. *
hospital at Lewiston, where he wo* found it
ΒΤΑΤΚΙ» MKFTINOa.
open.
for appendicitis.
upon
operated
Keeula
'.H.
No.
M -Pari Lodge,
lie turned and went back', and as he
► Λ A
evening on or before full moou
to
Dan
was
called
Tuea-lay
tug
Emerson
m
got near the front of the room hoard s
Ephraim
regular meet
». <>. r -Mount Mlca Lodge,
to attend the little rustle in a corner back of an auto
ville, P. Q
Saturday
of eaco wees.—Aurou
evenlii
huradav
I?.,-^hlrd Monday evenlrgi
funeral of hie sister, Mrs. Marion Carson. which stood at the side of the room.
Κ
r.i ment, riret and
of a. η month.
At the same timo the dog broke out into
No
Lodge,
Kebekah
Pleisan
H. W. Dennisun and family are spendMount
Κ
or eacl
barking. Mr. Maxim realized
vigorous
his
> second and fourth Fridays
with
recess
the
parents
holiday
ing
that there was something in the room,
.In iMd fellows' Hall.
m
aftermeeti
at
West
Saturday
No.
Bethel,
148,
going
\ K-W. K. Kimball Poet.
and supposed that it was a skunk. He
of eacl boon.
dr-t and third Saturday evenings
started up into his bunk, to get his reli '-.IB, In it. A. K. Hall.
A
G.
the
vv
κ. Kimball Circle, Ladles of
(ieorge C. Boomer of the Democrat volver and turn on a light, and there
ol
flrtt and thirl Saturday evenings
eet*
».
force visited relatives at West Paris was a grand and rapid rush from the
month. In Grand Arn».< Hall.
et
meet; Sunday whom he had not seen for many corner where he had heard the rustle,
\ —.loshua L. Chaml'erlaln Camp
full of tht
toward the back door. The intruder
tr*t Tuesday night after the
years.
touon
had got away, and then for the first
1
1
Oct.
to
indicates
Tbe weather bureau
"proba- time
: H.—Paris Grange, from May
thi
Mr. Maxim realized, what had not
the
last
rain
and
!*r>»t tnd thlr<l Saturday; during
weather
In bly" unsettled
occurred to him before, that there had
1er of the year, meets every Saturday,
reSmall
of the week.
hopes thankfully
n.e Hall.
la
been a man in the room.
».C.—Secon·! and fourth Monday# ol ceived.
On the platform outside the door was
~>onth.
>\i
No. lsl,
Another scorcher Sunday, and the a shovel, with "S. P." cut on the handle,
ο. P.—Stony Brook Lodge,
evenings
-econd and fourth Wednesday
i.
prospect of a repetition of it Monday, a rather dirty burlap sack with a carryof ach month.
In
to the tierce heat of a ing cord, and a new railroad spike.
P.—Hamlin Lodge, No. 31. meets every hut not equal
Hall.
the door was a "jimmy," made from
week ago.
ay evening at Pythian
what is said to be a key which is used in
Miss Elsie Gray returned last week
arl Mason and family have broken up
With this
on a railroad car.
at Port- the brake
are with hie parent», from tbe Eye and Ear Infirmary
and
Steeping,
the burglar had pried the sash from one
she had undergone surgical
where
Mason.
land,
W.
E.
Mrs.
Mr aud
af the doors far enough to get his hand
treatment of her feet.
through to the fastening of the door on
Mies Gertrude flail is taking a few
ou
carried
the inside.
A contest which has been
!:tvh vacation from her duties in the
beSchool
That was all of it, and there is no clue
tal parlors of Dr. Jones at Norway. in the Univeretliit Sunday
will
close
bluen
the
red*
and
the things left by the burglar,
tween the
except
Fletcher and with a
Mr. and Mrs. Henry
evening, June ». i'art of these were evidently picked up
Friday
bauquet
a
ibout the railroad. The shovel belongtighter Martha left Thursday for
Complaint is being made of bicycle ed to Sewall Parker, and he had been at
"it to Mrs. Fletcher's people in New
the village
and
on
the
sidewalks,
riding
York.
work with it for Ο. E. Barrows, on the
that they will
authorities announce
where he is building on Pine Street.
:>r F. H. Packard and family went strictly enforce the ordinance prohibit- lot
He left it iu the wheelbarrow there Frisince to their camp near
ν me «lays
it.
ing
jay night, and the maurauder evidently
Locke's Mills, where they will spend the
If the burglar had
Miss Carrie A. Gray is at home from appropriated it.
summer as usual.
holithe
for
knowu Mr. Maxim was in the shop he
South Framingham, Mass..
Mrs. Arthur I. Merry and Mrs. Blanche day. She is accompanied by Mrs. Harry would undoubtedly have hesitated about
of Mr.
>awyer of New York are guests
Noble of Boston, who will spend a {oing in, and if Mr. Maxim bad euspected
and Mrs. J. I*. Richardson. All were at week here.
[bat he bad a burglar to deal with, his
notions would have been different.
amp Owsley over Sunday.
Tuesday being Memorial Day. the
It may occur to some that the shovel
Ο. E. Harrows has the foundation in ■tores, factories, banks, shops, and offices
but it was probfor the house which he is to build on will be closed all day, and holiday hours ioesn't explain itself,
the burglar's intention to bury his
χ 23
I'ine Street. The house will be
will be observed at tbe post office. The ibly
plunder somewhere until a more conι» et, two storiee, eight rooms and bath. rural carrier* will not go out.
venient season. Considerable value in
worked
Mt. Pleasant Kebekah Lodge
A new feature in the schools is intro- tmall sporting goods and cutlery might
candidates
three
on
Friday
the degree
duced to-day, Monday, wheu the schools have been carried off in the sack which
evening. Refreshments were served by a at the high and brick buildings are
he fellow had, if he bad succeeded in
a
and
four
of
-rruitfee
gentlemen
c
visited by the old soldiers, some of iolng his work.
evening
passed.
very pleasant
whom will speak to the scholars.
Memorial Snnday Services.
Mr*. C. A. Mar*ton has zone with her
Ralph Hallett of Boston, well known
The Baptist church wae filled Snnday
hold gnoda to Portland, where Mr.
in Paris, went through here Saturday rooming, with a number seated in chairs
Marst.>n has been for some week* in the
morning, bound with three other men η the rear of the auditorium, when the
et:::• •■y of the Acme Machine Co.. and
White
the
for a tramping trip In
Memorial Sunday sermon was given hetbi-v will occupy a rent there.
Mountains over tbe holiday recess.
lore Wm. K. Kimball Post, G. A. R., by
the
Arrbur K. Shurtleff ie putting in
;be pastor, Rev. E. A. Davis. There was
house
his
sold
who
will
he
L.
Maurice
Noves,
foundation for a house which
ipecial music, appropriate to the day, by
has
of
a
few
since,
houee
Pine
purSt-eet
the
on
days
occupy on the lot east of
he cboir. About twenty members of
the
other
on
lot
a
Mrs.
of
Main
oc
chased
Briggs
hi· father, A. K. ShurtletT,
:he post marched from the hall to the
of the
north
next
the
of
,ide
street,
feet.
χ
24
:ί8
will
be
It
-rreet.
:hurcb in a body, and they were joined
houle of John Wight, 200 feet front and it the church
by a few others who were
I)r C. L. Buck aud family are moving l."A) feet deep.
oo infirm to join in the march.
ipt the bouse with bis mother, Mr*. C.
Mr. Davis took as his text Micah 4:3—
Τ Muck, on Shillings Avenue. Mrs.
Clarence (J. Morton ana ïamiiy, wuui
ehall they
iltn κ moves up stair*. and Dr. liuck and bave broken up housekeeping at West ;be verse concluding "Neither
earn war any more," and his topic was
tenement.
Mrs.
L.
C.
lower
the
hi*
with
are
mother,
Paris,
occupy
faroi'y
4
War and Peace." There never was a
Morton, for a time, until the camp ia
A man who was in the place la*t
said he, when the nations of the
are
which
lay,
Ν
at
they
II.,
Crystal,
ready
we^k wi'h a medicine cart had a littlo
world were looking for and desiring a
summer.
this
to
a
occupy
ii χ η the neat beside him—held by
condition of universal peace as they are
The animal attracted
c' n, of course
J. Bird, who has a position with ίο-day. Yet the establishment of an inKoy
tJ.i* iUontion of lots of the young people. the
Clapp Rubber Works in Hanover, I ernational court of arbitration, desirable
Mr. and Mrs. is that is, will not remove the possibility
In spite of all the work done destroy- M»«., is with his parents,
Amos A. Bird, for a vacation of two >f war. No court of arbitration could
ing brown-tail moth next*, occasional
by hist :iave settled the questions confronting
He is accompanied
spots where they are eating on the tree* weeks.
are
cousin, Kussell Blanchard, of South his country at the outbreak of the civil
may be seen, and the caterpillar»
The arbitration of those questions
ivar.
frequently observed traveling on the Weymouth, Mass.
bad to be left with God. Nor will there
sidewalk and elsewhere.
Kev. and Mrs. A. T. McWhorter will jver be a court of arbitration which will
Maurice L. Noyes ha* sold the iTouse observe the tenth anniversary of their
:ompel any nation to violate its integrity
on Pine Street where he lives, which marriage next Monday.
They will be jr its honesty. Full amity and permawas built two year* ago, to Mrs. A. S.
pieased to receive all connected with the nent peace among the nations of the
Bean of Mason. Mrs. Btau in'ends to Congregational church in any way dur- sarth will come only when they are inas
a
remove here and occupy the bouse
ing the afternoon or evening of the day, spired and actuated by the spirit of
residence as soon as it is vacated.
at their home on 1'ine Street.
Jesus Chriet.
Herraon M son of Mr. and Mrs. M. L.
Mr. aud Mrs. P. M. Walker and Miss
Noyes, observed his seventh birthday Kva K. Walker went to Portland in their
On Tuesday the decoration ot graves
last Wednesday with a five o'clock party, automobile Saturday and
Mrs. m Riverside Cemetery will be done in
met
t" which ten of his youne playmates
Nathan A. Cha^eand daughter, Priscilla, the forenoon. The line will form in
There was notbiug elaborwere iuvited.
of Ilion, Ν. Y., who returned with them front of Grand Army Hall at 10 o'clock
ate about the preparations, but the little
and are the guests of Mrs. Chase's
iiM and thence proceed to the cemepeople had a good time.
tery, where there will be some exercises
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Walker.
in addition to the decorating of gravée.
In one of the country schools of the
With this week Saturday afternoou
At 12 o'clock dinner will be served to
town, in a aection which, until within a
closing begins. The banks will close th* veterans, ladies and band at Grand
very few years, everybody would have
afternoons until October. The
Army Hall.
regarded as one of tbe strongholds of Saturday
will close through June, July
The afternoon exercises will be in
'he old \ew England stock, there are law offices
and August. So will the blacksmith Sew Hall, beginning at 2 o'clock. Adη· w ten scholars, six Finns and four of
M st of us, including the
jress by Kev. J. True Crosby of Auburn.
native American stock, and another farm shops.
will have to keep busy Saturday
m that district has just been sold to a ers,
Hotel Andrews to be Reopened.
afternoon as usual.
Kinn.
■

prosperous, intelligent,
American civilization.

now IT GBKW.

U0"Now, the
is

■

and
men, men not only of no standing
evil or
no property, but often men with
criminal records, crowded into the busiThe brewers, greedy for profit*,
ness.
saloon fixpaid their rent, furnished tbe
them with all the
tures and

supplied

goods thev sold.
"In 1908, just before the local option
election, Newark had over eighty saloons! Think of it, in a town of less
than 25,000 people! In other words, it
had one saloon for every sixty or seventy
adult men.

"What was the result ? Why, It made
the poor devils of saloonkeepers scratch
harder than ever. For a saloonkeeper la
a human being, who has to eat three
meals a day, wear clothee, and often support a family and a home.
"Think, then, what bis problem was.
First, he had to sell enough beer and
whisky in a year to pay the $1,000 tax;
after that he had to sell enough more to
if any;
pay his rent and his other taxes,
he had to pay the inevitable and often
who
brewers
enormous profits to the big
stood behind him—all this before he
could make a penny for himself. Is it
his busiany wonder that he had to push
ness? Is it any wonder that be began to
break laws right and left in order to increase hie sales ? A man must live!
"It became necessary, then, for saloonkeepers at all hazards to stimulate trade.
They must not only keep all the old
drinkers and induce tbem to buy more
liquor and become more drunken, but
they muet get in plenty of fresh young
clients—fresh vouug boys from the
schools and factories.

I.a«t Monday was a day of fire alarmi
but though everything was as dry s
gunpowder, we fortunately got out of I
without a blaze of magnitude. The tire
alarm came a little past the middle c
the noon hour, for a Are at the mill c
J· A. Kenney on Stony Brook. The fit
was at the south aide of them li, in th
fringe of brush and bushes ot *een tb
will and the brook, where perhaps son
■having» had blown in. It seems that
re had started there before dinner, an
several pails of water had been throw
on it, but it started
up later. The hoi
company for that section was prompt!
•t baud, with its bo·· I'rom tb· houi
ooly a short distance away, and it
*?*. WM ^'ckly disposed of, aft<
which the buildings were wet do·
*'mew hat.
Other firemen started, bi
back at the "ail out." About s
our and a half later a fire was disco
•red on the roof of the foundry at tl
of the Cumminga Manufacturé ig
,n-the Kenney mill. The ho ie
an not been taken
up, and it waa aho rt
* «tream on and squelch I t.
h4d t>®eo on at the foundr y,
•«Λι. ί"4
" Probable that tbe fire atart· id
00 •Parka from that
chimney.

jurned
κ??

τ£ νί°
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8CHOOLBOY8.
idea,' wrote Superintendent Simpkins of the Newark schools*
on November 30,1908, jjjst before the local option election, 'bow difficult it is to
raise a boy or girl in Newark. At every
turn, day or night, he faces one of the
eighty saloons. Great signs stretch
across whole buildings or shine out in
electric lights from the roofs. Is it any
wonder he is caught? Only a few nights
since I saw several schoolboys drunk behind one of the school buildings
If I dared tell you what I know of some
of the doings of the young men in this
city, some of them yet in school, you
would not believe me.'
"What a farce it all in! Spend thousands yearly in schools, boast about enlightenment, and turn boys and girls
loose for amusement in a town infested
with eighty saloons and thirty or forty
houses of prostitution! There were half
a dozen or more schools in Newark, six-

churches, one fwebly-supported
Young Men's Christian Association build-

teen

library building
playgrounds,
ing,
at all—and eighty saloons, occupying the
best business sites in town and working
day and night !
"When I saw those young boys in jail
—(the young fellows who participated
in the Newark tragedy) I thought to myself that they were as truly the victims
no

TIT-

TLE OF RUMFORD.

It is good news to South Paris that
Hotel Andrews, the only hotel in the
place, is again to be opened, after having been closed nearly three month·. On
Friday the papers were drawn which
transferred the hotel property to Byron
Tùttle of Rumford.
Mr. Tuttle is one of the Tuttle Brothers, who have for years operated the
stage line between Bryant's Pond and
Rumford Falls. He was a resident of
South Paris when a boy, and has many
friends here, as well as a large general

to run a

immoral

good

Fires In Oxford County.
Early In the morning of Saturday, tb<
20tb, the farm building· of C. B. Crook

■

ol
Prompt treatment of a slight attack
diarrbœa will often prevent a serioui
sickness. The beat known remedy li

no

of the civic and moral indifference of
Newark as was young Etherington last
July. What earthly chance bad they? A
little smattering of learning in 'he school
and this sort of
teaching in the
greater school of life"
"Were these boys, then, to blame? Or
was the town to blame; the business
men who supported the lawless saloons
and helped elect the lawless mayors; the
acquaintance.
who winked at it all; the
During the present week Mr. Tuttle preachers
who placed profits above
will get things in readiness to open the manufacturers
not these to blame?"
house as far as possible, and expects to humanity—were
have the house running at an early day.
John'· Letter.
The people of the place are glad to
Mr. Editor: You may tell the folks
know that the days of our handicap as a
Tell them that
hotel-less town are apparently number- and give your authority.
don't care who knows it,
ed, and that the hotel is to go into the we said so and
and
hands of a proprietor whom we may ex- that the regulation of liquor selling
la easy ae sneezing. License
bouse.

■

Mechanic Faila, Saturday.

!

DRUNKEN

p. u. s. 13; bcckpicld
Paris High School won Ua second er in South Andover were burned. Th<
the fire, and
game from Bucktield High Saturday, family were awakened by
this game being played at Bucktield. had only time to escape in their night ;
few
a
article·
of furnltun
clothe·. Only
Score 13 to 5.
and a little bedding were saved. Tlx
PARIS H. S.
loss include·, besides the buildings, s
Λ.Β. H. n.H. P.O. A.
13
β
13
horse, cow and calf, hens, hay, wagons,
Duuhani, 3-b
I
4
1
2
IS
Tbi
etc.
harness, farming utensil·,
|TUcomb, s.»
0
«
0
3
la
KWlthaui.lb
Then
cause of the fire is unknown.
0
0
10
S
r. Wtthaui.r.f.
5
0
3
3
wai an insurance of 1750 in Wheeler'ι ι
4
Lowell, ρ
1
4
4
5
3
Newton, ο
agency at South Paris.
1
»
1
5
1
L. Davla, cj
The mill of Elmer Worthley at Dick
4
1
β
3
3
S. Davis, 3-b
0
0
2
3
1
vale, in the town of Pern, where hi
Kart lei:, t.f
0
0
0
0
....0
PenfoM. p.....
manufactured lumber and spool stock
wu burned Wednesday evening fron
15
19
37
13
4?
Totals
some unknown cause.
Only a small in
U.S.
BUCKriBLD
The light of this fire was seei
■urance.
A.B. R. Β H P.O. A. K.
113 for a long distance, being plainly obnerv
13
4
Roberta, :t-b
1 ed at South Paris.
3
This is the secom I
10
5
1
Palmer, p.
0
1
IS
3
5
1
Hutchinson, ο
mill Mr. Worthley bas had burned with
0
1
0
0
0
5
c
t
Cole,
I
0
0 in a few months.
0
5
2
4
Barrett, l b
11
0
10
The stable of Edwin Merrill on Mail
4
Dunn, r.f
11
110
>
a.a
Dixfieid, was burned Thursda; r
Kmery.
0 Street,
1110
4
Warren, I f
Two bogs were burned wlti
0 afternoon.
0
4
0
0
4
2
b
tierrtah,
it, and a driving horse was got out witl ι
5
7
5
27
11
38
Totals,
difficulty. The bouse was connecte· 1
with the stable, and it was only by ban I
Score by Inning·.
1 3 3 4 5 β 7 8 9-Total. work on the part of the firemen that I t
At first it seemed that tb <
was saved.
1 3 1 1 3 4 2-13
ο 0
Parts H. S
house was doomed, and it was cleared
BuckfleUl H.S..1 10000130-5
at the time at work οι
Two-base bits, Duuhaui, K. WlUtam, S. Davis Mr. Merrill was
Three-base hit. K. the road In a distant
3, Lowell ?, Palmer, Newton.
part of the tows
off
Wtlbam. First base on balls, off Lowell 1;
Palmer It is thought the fire was set by childrei 1
Paluier β. Struck out, by Lowell 4; by
Lowell. Dana, playing with matches. There was η 3
14- lilt by pitched ball. Barrett.
Vmplre, Mitchell. Scorer, C- Eaaaon. insurance on the .stable.
Einery
South Pari· Grammar School and West
of Hebron Academy Wins Track Meet •
Paris Grammar played a second game
Hebron Academy practically diatance 1
ball at the brick school house grounds
a vic- all
in
first
the
like
Saturday, resulting
competitors at the interscholaatl j
thla
of
Score
game track meet at Bowdoln College Satui w
tory for West Paria.
15 to 6.
day. Hebron bad &5 ont of a total α f
117 point·, the two next neareat school •
This week's game of Paria High is
14 point· each, and eight other acbool a
with Mechanic Kalis High School at
•mailer aoorea. Eight firsts, four ·β< t.
□. a.

death

"'You have no

print-1

pect

onds and three thirds
Hebron.

were

Mrs. Christine Stephens died very suddenly at her Norway Lake home Tuesday, the 23d. She was born in Norway,
Nov. 23d, 1846, and lived in her native
She was the daughter
town all her life.
of Otis and Chloe Stevens. After her
education in the Norway schools and at
Gould's Academy at Bethel she taught
for several years very successfully in tho
district schools. In May. 1S71, she married Prof. Charles A. Stephens. Two
daughters survive her, Edna Π. and
Janet C. Stephens. The firet a physician in West Somerville, Mass., and tbe
last a teacher and author. In religion
She was an
she was a Universalist.
interested member of the Maine Federation of Women's Clubs, supporter of the
Female Suffrage movement, and active
as an author and contributor to educational and literary publications. Interested in all good works in her town she
will be greatly missed by all. Services
were conducted by Rev. Merrill C. Ward
at her late home Friday.
wife have
Frank A. Danforth and
returned from their winter in Southern
Pines, N. C.
G. Albert Morse was tbe night watchabsence of officer
man during the
Hutchins this week.
Oscar Needham, Ernest Hutchins and
cousin and I. W. Walte enjoyed a fishing
trip to Richardson Lakes this week.
June 11, at the Congregational church,
Rev. R. J. Bruce will preach the baccalaureate sermon for tbe claes of 1011,

"Think further what this meant in
Newark. With the bee· intentions in
the world, but with a plentiful lack of
imagination, the people of Ohio had
sought to check the evils of the saloon
which they had begun to see so clearly
.around them by tbe easy money method
was forced
L-by taxation. Each saloon fund·.
Norway High School.
to pay 11,000 Into the public
Editor F. W. Sanborn was called to
Meredith Center, Ν. H., Tuesday, by the
TO KNTICE THE BOYS.

|

The Democrat's next serial story will
be "The Danger Trail," by Jamee Olivei
urw<»od. This is about as much unlike
the last serial, "Cy Whlttaker'a Place,'
»· possible.
Trai|M je ,
"Tbe
'tory of tbe wintry north of Canada, and
is written by one who knows tbe countrj
and tbe people whereof he writes.
Not
withstanding the setting of the story, |i
•s not the local
color that ia its moa
gripping feature, but tbe human interes
*u<) the mystery of the force· against
which tbe principal character of thi
story is contending, and the illustrate
of the operation of the "unwritten law'
m that country where, as it used to b
Klondike days
•'xpressed in early
There's no law of God or man run
north of fifty-three." It it also a lov
story, and that part of It ia rather οτβι
drawn, nevertheless if you begin th
«tory you will certainly follow it to th
end.

j

struggling
stimulating the business to a degree
scarcely realizable. Before this competitive onslaught, the old-fashioned
his
respectable saloonkeeper who owned
almost
own place and hie own fixtures
disappeared. Tlnndreds of irresponsible

[

PURCHASED BY BYRON

|

H. P. Andrews appeared this week
with his new auto.
Tbe work done on Maraton Street by
Commissioner Roberts has greatly improved the grade of tbe street. The
work is not yet completed, however. It
is apparent that Commissioner Roberts
has a system and practical ideas about
good work.
Hon. A. J. Stearns, M. L. Kimball,
Frank II. Noyes and W. C. Leavitt enjoyed a fishing trip in Ketchum this
week. They report a very pleasant trip
and they had fine luck as to fishing.
James 0. Crooker is ohanging over the
upper part of his store so as to accommoIn
date the Norway Public Library.
the new arrangement the library rooms
will be increased some twelve feet in
length. This will give room for more
books and a storeroom.
Irving Frost of Auburn made his Norway friends a short call the first of the

breath in the nostrils of week.

business
profit; and the more businew
With
the more profit.
ness,
methods of making and preserving beer,
with extraordinary
improvement· in
methods of transportation, it was easy
and cheap for brewers in Milwaukee,
brewers in St. Louis, and brewers in
Pittsburg to place their wares in every
little town in the Middle West. And
all
these, with the local breweries,
for trade, had the effect of

Thurston, ft dang hter. Sarah Jane.
In Mexico, May 32, to the wife of EUaha
Searlea, a eon.
In Rumford, Mfty 2), to tbe wife of Clifford
Bolfe, ft daughter.
In Mexico, Mfty 23, to the wife of John McPheraon, ft daughter.
Ih Rnmford, Mfty 22, to the wife of Albert
Bennett, s dftughter.
In Andover,May 17, to the wife of C.A.Bftnd,

ft

of

his

mother,

Mrs. Dorcas A.

Sanborn.
Nathan N. Denison of South Framingbam, Mass., was the guest of his niece,
Miss Carrie Tucker, the first of the
will build for bis
boustf on Pike Hill on the
side of the street and just

George I. Cummlngs

own use a

southerly

above Collector DeG'oster's residence.
Miss Ethel Wentworth and pupils,
assisted by Marion Haskell, will give a
public recital at Grange Hall Wednesday evoning, May 31st. Free. All invited.
Horace Sawyer and crew are painting
Dr. Frank N. Barker's tesidence, corner
Main and Danforth Streets.
Four two-horse teams of gypsies made
the town take notice the first of the

They camped just outside the
village and made things lively during
week.

GBEENHOUSE,

SOUTH PABIS, MAINE.

CROCKETT,

E. P.

Died.

Proprietor.

In Paris, May 29, Infant son of Mr. ftnd Mrs.
Gilbert E. Shaw, aged 11 days.
In Paris, May 20, Mr*. Sftrfth J. Sparks, widow
of Hon. Reuben O. Sparke of Provlncetown,
Mass.. aged 79 yean.
Aged Owner*· BIi Sacrifice.
field ρ
In Waterford, May 20, Emery Cole, formerly
170 «crée; 40 Id brook-watered pasture;
of Locke's Mille, aged 73 years.
machine worked ; woo<l sod timber will nearly
In Rumford Center, May 24, Cbftrlea Arthur
for entire property; 190 fruit trees; splendid
pay
boardWoods, axed M yean.
12 room house with plaua, for summer
water;
In Lewleton, May 18, Orvllle
Kllgorc of er*; convenient GH-ft. barn; never-fallingall
war
Newnr.
if taken at oncc 2 bornes, 2 cows, belfer,
In Lowell, Mas»., May 20, M re. Dorcas A. San- "no, farming machinery and equipment and a
born, a native of Norway, widow of John 8. portion of the household furniture will be
same low
Sanborn, aged ΚΓ> ν ears.
thrown in with this forced sale at the
In Norway Lake, May 22, Mre. Christine price of $2300, part cash; buy now and harvest
and
details
all
wife
of
Dr.
K4
C.
A.
for
picture,
Stephen*,
this year's big crops;
Stephen», aged
yeare, β months, 29 days.
traveling instructions for this and other moneyIn South Hiram, May 17, Edwin Merrlfleld, making farms from $1-200 up. see page 10.
aged 60 years.
"Strout'i Mammoth Farm Catalogue No 84,"
In Portland, Mav 20, Miss Ella Frances Ford copy free. E. A. STKODT, Kent's Hill, Maine.
of South Waterford.
In North Waterford, May 22, Mra. Eliza,
wife of Henry Ptoctor.
In Augueta. May 20, Henry M. Tuell of Weet
Pari», aged 83 years.
In Rumford, May 25, Mies Lena Brown, aged atop· th· eolith and heals lun^s

MmH0NET*n>TAR

24 years.
In DIxfield,
aged ts years.

May 20, Ferdinand Macomlier,

FRO BATE NOTICES.
To all

OF FORECLOSURE.

NOTICE

Amos L. Bean, of Albany In the
county of Oxford and the State of Maine,
by his mortgage deed dated nineteenth day of
November, 1910, and recorded In Oxford Registry of Deçds In Book 311 on Page 248, conveyed
to me, the undersigned, a certain parcel of reiil
estate situated In Albany, In the county of Oxford anil said state, bounded and described as
follows, to wit
Tbe easterly half of lot No. 9 In the 3rd Range,
except twenty acrec, described as follow», starting at a point on the half lot line of lot No. 9 In
on lot line (22) twentyRange 3, thence
two rods to sttke and stones, thendS parallel
to lot Une (147) one hundred and forty-seven
rods to stake and stoi.ea, thence west fifteen
degrees south [22) tweoty-two rods to stake
and stones, thence northerly fifteen degree*
west to starting point. Leaving In this conveyance seventy-five acres more or less and
1 icing the same r. al estate conveyed to said
Amos L. Bean by Amos G. Bean by deed dated
July 29th, 1904, and recorded with said records
in Book 284 on Page MS; and whereas the condition of said mortg-gc has been broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of eaid
Mortgage. By reason of said claim I irlve this
notice.
EUGENE F. SMITH.
22-24
May 27th, 1911.

WHEREAS,

easterly

Interested
personsnamed
:

in either of the estates

hereinafter
in and for
At a Probate Court, held at Paris,
of
the Couutv of Oxford, on the third Tuesday
Lord one thousand
May, In the year of our The
matter
following
eleven.
and
nine hundred
action thereupon
having been presented for the
hereinafter indicated, it Is hereby Okdkkkik InThat notice thereof lie given to all persons
to be
terested, by causing a copy of this order
In the Ox
published three aweeks successive!/
at South
ford Democrat,
newspaper published
at a
Paris, In said Countv, that they may appear
on the
Probate Court to be beld at said Paris,
third Tuesday of June, A. O. 1911, at 9 of the
If
clock in the forenoon, and be heard thereon
they see en use.
deceased ;
Sophia G. Blsbee late of Paris,
Inherit
petition for determination of collateral
Robinson,
K.
ance t»x presented by Henry

LINEN DRESSES.

leauty, $3.98.

GINGÇAM

ikirt. Lavender and blue, $3.50.
Skirt baa
DRESS of gingham in blue, brown or lavender in mixed atripe.
Price
cuffs.
13.00·
and
around
belt, yoke
>elted band with dark pipings. Pipings
of plain ging·
DRESS of even check in blue, black and pink, with wide band
Hamburg yoke, $3.00.
jam around bottom of skirt.
white stripe down
DRESS of plain grey gingham with bias band of black and
00.
Price
and
blue.
tan
in
Also
band.
bias
of
Belt
front of waiat and akirt.
of waist and
of Nero cloth in blue, tan and white. Buttons down front
DRESS

Sailor collar w.ib white pipings. 1'atcb pocket on waist. $2.00.
Buttons through biaa
DRESS of checked gingham in blue, black and pink.
Price $1 50.
jand of material. Pocket and collar of plain gingham.
at $1 00, $1.25, $1 50.
An endless variety of wrappers and machine dreHetîs

ikirt.

executor.

Julia E. I.udden late of Canton, deceased;
first and final account presented for nllowanc
the will
bv Silas L. Wright, administrator with

amexed.

deceased;
Nophla G. > Isbce late of Purls,
remainpetition for order to distribute balanceIt. Robinhis hands presented by Henry

ing In

son, executor.

ADDISON E. HERRICK.Judgeof said Court.
A true copy—attest :
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

NORWAY, MAINE.

Trade at the Blue Stores
in

Summer Underwear
The last few years have noted
Underwear shown by retailers.
Where

Open

whereabouts.

DO GHOSTS HAUNT SWAMrS?

No, Never. It's foolish to fear a fancied evil, when there are real and deadly
perils to guard against in swamps and
marshes, bayous and lowlands. These

Mother

Chlldrem.

Feverlshness, Bad Stomach, Teethlnjr
Disorders, move and regulate the Bowels and
Vaed bv
are a pleasant remedy for Worms.
At all
Mothers for S3 years. They never fail.
Drujçglïte, 2fic. Sample FREE. Addreaa, A. S.
19-ii
Ν.
T.
Le
Olmsted,
Boy,
Allan'· Foot-Ea··,
tbe antiseptic powder to shake luto the shoes
Mskea tight or new shoe· feel easy. Belleve*
painful, awollea, tender, sweating, aching feet
and takes the sting ont of oorns and bunions.
Sold everywhere, 39c. Don't accept any substitute. Sample FBBE.
Address, Allen 8. OlmlS-tt
sted, Le Boy, Ν. T.
Use

j00·

;

are

the

the
many kinds advertised in

Weather Comfbrts and enjoy

Jersey

have the

we

Union*

at

a

large

sale.

Then

30c, $1, |l.90.

Several kinds of Two-Piece Underwear, 15c, 45c, 50c.

$7

and

26c, 50c

$3

20c to

Noyes Company,

NORWAY.

(2 Stores,)

SOUTH PARIS,

STORES CLOMKD MK.tt*IUAL DAT.

Ladies who have bought Patrician Shoes
have continued to buy them. It is the logical
reason, for no better materials or workmanship can be secured. In stock, all styles and
leathers ; prices, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00.
Other makes, $1.60, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00.

Bags

Also Trunks,

W. Ο.

and Suit Cases.

Frothingham, South Paris.

AT

S. Β. & Z. S.

1st

to

A 38-INCH WOOD HANDLE UMBRELLA FOB

$1.75

James N. Favor,
91

thing

a

Week
Third
Third Week,

Fourth Week,

Table Linen

new
more,

suit of clothes.
but

to have a

signature,

check book of their

We

are not

It is a
we feel better.
bank-book and to know

only

not

is

good as
peopfc who

as

own.

YOUY NEIGHBOR ALREADY HAS ONE.

Hosiery]

Lace Curtains and
Curtain Muslin

If you want to borrow money.
If you want to invest money.

If you want to open

PARIS

a

TRUST

SOUTH

check account.

COMPANY.

PARIS.

MAINE.

last White Sale.

our

Evangeline SHOE

POR

for Women

We have a large assortment of Evangeline Boots, Oxfords
and Pumps, all styles and all kinds of stock

FOR $3.00.
a

a

money, BUT IT IS MONEY. All
handle even small amounts of money will find
it first a pleasure, and then a necessity, to have

Week.

Crashes

line with

like

that your

30th

second Week,

COMPANY.

A bank account has an effect on one some-

good thing

Underwear and

j

Norway, Main·.

St.,

TRUST

PARIS

inclusive:.

afford to lose this

Main

worth any

Each

I

$3.50, $4.00, $4.60 and $5.00

NORWAY, MAINE.

Attractions

a new

Now is the time to have a Carriage Umbrella fitted to your carriage.
which sell for
carry both makes, the TROY and the SPRAGUE,

PRINCE,

First week,

Also

Carriage Umbrellas

SALE

WHITE

very flexible sole and very flne stock

FOR Φ3.50.

Gray'· RwNt Powder· for

Believe

sees

of to-day and thus you are familiar with them.
You all know about the D. V. D. and the Porovknit. We have both at $1 per garment. They are Hot

F. H.

JUNE

SAVED CHILD PROM DEATH.
"After our ohild had suffered from severe bronchial trouble for a year," wrote
G. T. Richardson, of Richardson1· Mills,
Ala., "we feared it had consumption. It
bad a bad cough all the time. We tried
doomany remedies without avail, and
tor'· medicine aeetned aa useless. FinalNew
Discovery,
ly we tried Dr. King'·
and are pleaaed to say that one bottle
and
onr child
effected a complete cure,
is again atrong and
healthy." Foi
coukhe, colds, hoarsenesa, la grippe
asthma, croup and sore lungs, It's th<
taken b y most infallible remedy that's made
Price 50c. and 91-00. Trial bottl· free
Guaranteed by the Charles H. Howarc

to-day

kind worn,

magazines

$5

the malaria germs that cause ague,
chills and fever, weakness, aches in the
bones and mnsclee and may induce

may not paralyze a home so completely
But Dr.
as a mother's long illness.
King's New Life Pills are a splendid
remedy for women. "They gave me
wonderful benefit in constipation and
female trouble," wrote Mrs. M. C. Dunlap of Leadill, Tenn. If ailing, try them.
26c. at the C. H. Howard Co.'s store.

only

PANAMA HATS STRAW HATS CLOTH HATS

are

A BURGLAR'S AWFUL DEED

few years as;o the Tt¥0*Piece Un*

the

There

far in the lead.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

a

was

decided change in the

a

UNION SUIT

BANK

NATIONAL

only

derwear

Draw
purpose of paying your household bills.
have
receipts for
checks against it and you will
accumulating
avoid
and
whatever you pay
you
needless bills and papers. We will be glad to
help you make the experiment and feel sure
that you will be satisfied with it after a fair trial.

OF

CHANGES

GREAT

ARE

THERE

MANNER

There is nothing more convenient than a
checking account in a STRONG NATIONAL
BANE. Open one with us today and see for
yourself just how convenient it is. There is
no better way of doing business than through
an account and use it for the
a Bank.

NORWAY

DRESSES.

on the atralgbt.
DRESS of striped gingham cut on bias, with front panel
Pipings around yoke and belt.
Ornamented with lace inaertiona and braid frogs.
Lavender, blue and brown, $3.75.
Plain waist and
DRESS of extra quality plain gingham, bamburg trimmed.

PAY YOUR BILLS

THE

in the lot.

one

aleevea and Dutch
DRESS of linen with plaited akirt in tunic effect. Han short
▲
Iineo.
natural
and
White
insertions.
ieck. Trimmed with (Cluny effect)

A Check Once Gashed is its own Receipt.
IN THIS

old

an

DRESS of white Marquisette with V-neck of lace. Dre·· la trimmed wltb wide,
leavy insertion·. Very stylish, $7 50.
Ha·
DRESS of dainty all-over bamburg trimmed with Val. lace Inaertlona.
16.00.
Dutch neck. Plain mualin band around bottom of dreaa. White only,
lace and open·
DRESS of white musllo, with waiat and akirt trimmed with
fork embroidery. Plain flounce. Price $»V50.
DRESS of white mualin trimmed with lace and bambnrg, $5.00.
ud dark
DRESS of colored mualin with lace trimmed waist and skirt. Light
>lue. Only $3.98.

Surprised

John.

The Mason· of Rockland on Mondi
Your worn out gold spectacle frami
Dr. Seth Arnold'· Balaam. Tonr apothe dedicated a new Masonic Temple, η h
warranto il modeled from the Farwell Opera Honai >i will help to pay for a new pair at S
oary, Chaa. H. Howard Co.,
which
has oost about 165,000.
Richards'.
to gt>e satisfaction.

Not

MUSLIN DRESSES.

at the

Wife/

New

Ward'· "Sarkasm.")

Tomato Plants

In Somerrllle. Maaa., May 19, by Rev. Franda
A. Gnyr. Mr. Ripley F.
of Somerrllle, and
Mre. Harrlette A. Packard, formerly of Norway.

deadly typhoid. But Electric Bitters
destroys and casts out these viclouH
115-2.
germs from the blood. "Three bottles TELEPHONE
drove all the malaria from my system,"
wrote Wm. Fretwell, of Lucama, N. C.,
"and I've had fine health ever since."
Use this safe, sure remedy only. 60c. at
stealing
the C. H. Howard Co. pharmacy.
either and the bad results are reduced
to a minimum. Limit the quantity of
Nine years ago Wednesday was the
the drink· to the thirsty to a couple of date of Houlton's conflagration, when
the
of
the
beverage twenty-seven business places and sevendrink· and
dispenser
will adhere to the regulation with the
ty-five dwelling houses were burned.
most scrupulous care. Limit the amount With the exception of one lot, every
to be stolen—well, say, "How does a location has been rebuilt, and, but for
dollar and a half sound to you?" as the the absence of trees, the town is much
fellow said when he settled with the man more attractive. This paragraph may
he caught In a compromising aituation add oheer to Bangor.
with his wife. And there is another subIs
ject for license. Bomb throwing, too,the
IT STARTLED THE WORLD
in line for license while we are in
the claims were first made for
when
collar.
the
under
hot
are
and
business,
but forty years
Limit the number of bombs to be thrown Bnckien's Arnica Salve,
go of wonderful cores have proved them
by any one man. And so we might we
it
is now known as
trne, and everywhere
on through the entire list of what
for Burns, Boils,
have been taught to believe are crimes, the best salve on earth
but are not bo till the license expires. Scalds, Sores, Cuts, Bruises, Sprains,
Chanped bands,
The Power above has considered them Swellings, Eczema,
However, we of Fever Sores and Piles. Only 26c. at the
so from start to finish.
Maine have discovered a better way and store of the C. H. Howard Co.
of
can improve on the old original plan
weak
Buffalo Bill's Wild West and Pawnee
prohibition. There i· only one
an over· Bill's Far East, oomblned, and Ringllng
•pot In the proposition, it pnts
You cannot
draw checkrein on liberty, the "greatest Bros.' circa·, will tour Maine on pething in the world." The Lewiston Sun onliar schedules next month. Their
be dates in the several cities are in some
says so, too. That being so it might
an advance movement to give free rein places a week apart, and in others only
to all the passions—free rum—free riot two days.
—free stealing· and a free bed. (Artemua

Dresses.

and other bedding: Plants
in Pots and Boxee. Also

Married.

their short visit.
There will be an exhibition of music
Norway High
and drawing at tbe
School building Friday, June 2d, commencing at 1:30 p. m. It is hoped there
will be a large attendance of parents and
citizens interested in this work.
Through June, July, August and
September the Norway Savings Bank
will be closed every Saturday afternoon.
Frank H. Beck took a party consisting
of Clarence Smith, John C. Shepard,
Henry B. Foster and Fred Lovejoy to
Upton Monday fora fishing trip.
The members of Mt. Hope Rebekah
Lodge of this place will visit Woodland
Rebekah Lodge at Harrison on Thursday,
June 1st.
his Sister.
(Current News Item.)
Mrs. Addison Gilman of Madison was
given a genuine surprise when her brothnot
er, Perlej Flanders, whom she bad
seen or heard from for 23 years and supposed dead, called at her home. Mr.
Flanders, who is a well known resident
in Bethel, was in Bangor last week on a
While there he picked up
business trip.
one of the local papers, and in looking
over the news from his old home in
Cornville, noticed an item that his two
half sisters were called to Madison by
the critical illness of Mrs. Oilman. Mr.
Flanders decided to investigate, thinking
possibly this might be his long lost sisWhen he left home Mrs. Giiman
ter.
was a girl in hor teens, and soon after
the family was broken up and scattered
by the death of the parents. Although
both brother and sister have been residents of Maine all the time, np to last
week they had not known of each other's

Wash

GERANIUMS

daughter.

cottage.

materialistic

Mr. Baker goes on to trace the history
and development of the saloon from the
time when it was a domestio enterprise,
carried on by a man and hie family, to a
"vast, centralized, mortf or less monopolistic business enterprise!" He contin-

··

HAS BEEN

actment of tbe town onrfew law are
anxious to know wby It ia not enforced.
No move baa been made and apparently
none la intended to pat the ordinance
Ipto effect.
Walter J. Avery has taken the contract
to paint tbe Hawkina house, corner
Main and Danforth Streets. This property la held by the traateea for tbe benefit of tbe Unlversallst church.
Ailard &, Moulton have received their
It Is
new anto.
very attractive and
muoh appreciated by the owners.
Fred B. Smith, of the Norway National Bank, is building a cottage on tbe
east shore of tbe lake, near the Gray

"All it· life long this town (Newark),
€ moderate
says Mr. Baker, "bae been
drinker of intoxicating liquor·. In that
than most
respect it was no worse
the
American towns, no worse than
world at large. ... But the point
offattack in the recent struggle was not
the drinking habit. The point of attack
The modern saloon is a
was the saloon.
social evil which cannot bo reached exefcept by social action—the conscieus
fort of towns or counties or states."

—

While we were broiling in the hottest
Mr and Mrs. Alton C. Wheeler, with
W. A.
Mr.
Wheeler's mother, Mrs. Hayes, May day ever known last Monday,
an-i her uncle, O. S. Ham, of Lewiston, Porter, who wanted to water his lawn
the
for
pipe
were at their camp, Camp Mooween, at and bad got tired of waiting
it thawed out.
Saagg Pond, for two or three days last to open, was having
the
in
of
ice
ten
feet
or
week. Mr. aud Mrs. Wheeler aud T. S. There was eight
Barnes and family again went to camp pipe. Since the hot spell the ground has
.Saturday, and are spending tbe holidav been warming up a little.
receaa there.
Though showers to right of us and
Mt. Pleasant Hebekab Lodge has ac- showers to left of us volleyed and thuncepted an invitation to visit Woodlawn Idt-red to some extent the tirst of the
Lodge at Harrison. Thursday of this week, the only rain we have had waa the
June l»t. All who intend going little shower of Wednesday afternoon.
should notify A. E. Shurtleff not later But wasn't that refreshing while it
than Wednesday noon so that *uitable lasted! Aud didn't the rain on the roof
75 have a novel sound! Now it is just as
provided.
transportation can be
Mt. Hope I,odgc dry as ever again.
feats will pay the bill.
lias also accepted an invitation to attend
Addison II. Frizzelle, for the past nine
Inasmuch as no teachers' institute was
postmaster at Groveton, Ν. H.,
years
four
heid in this county this apriug, the
was calling on friends in South Paris
Misse*
teachers in the brick building.
last Saturday.' Mr. Frizzelle was teleHatch, Wetherell, I'enley and Barnes, graph operator at South Paris in the
were given
the day Friday to visit
days of the old wooden Grand Trunk
« w.ools.
The Paris Hill school was also station
twenty five years or more
suspended, to give Miss Luce the same since. Who can tell when the new brick
■pportunity. Some of the teachers went station was built?
to Norway, and the others spent the day
η the schools of Portland, going on the
Base Ball.
t*r'y train and returning in the evening.

NORWAY.

flora.
•«The Thin Crust of Ci^fllzathm."
"What a farce it all i·! Spend thouIn Weat Sumner, Mfty 20. to the wife of Erne·!
sand* yearly In school·, boast about enFarrar, » aon.
girl·
How pieasiog the rain wm.
In Weat Sumner, Mij 21, to the wife of Emery
lightenment, and torn boy· and
Many Norway citizen· who were maob Rverson, ft son.
loose for amusement In a town Infested
In NorwftT, M»y 19, to the wife of Dftvld
with eighty saloon· and thirty or forty Interested and worked bard for tbe en-

stvle, fit, comfort and service the Evangeline are unsur·
To try them is to be convinced. Please do not
that
you can get fitted here.
forget

For

passed.

Ε. N. SWETT 'SHOE CO,
OPEEA HOU8.3 BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.
TBLKPHON· 112-3.

SPRING

1000

AND

SUMMER,

Samples.

take your order NOW for the Latest
and Best styles of Embroidered Swiss in white

Let

us

Eté, Scotch Plaids, Merc
Waistings, Kimuer Silks, Soie Foulards.
In fact, it costs you nothing to look at 1000
New Spring Fabrics, at
and Colors, Tissue de

M ERR ITT WELCH,

NORWAY.

—

—

—N

MAIN·.

PUBLIC AUTO Childhood THE LAND OF
To hire

day

by

f'Uw, stomach and bowel

the hour,
week.

or

Dr. Tint's Elixir

Price reasonable.

was.

/ |\ «v.l.r.Tv
\ * c·.,
,âsb«»m.

Write t»r tf*
MM -Oli-

PARI8.
21*'

At A. W. Walker A Mob.

No. 1342.—Charades.
L
My first syllable Is where β hipu come
In.
My second syllable Is what Adam

I til a wonderful tonic and builder of
fl.-sh and muscle. Make· weakly children strung and robust. For over 80
year* used and praised by motherseverywhero. 36c, We. I1.UU. at all druggula.

FRED C. LOVERING,
SOUTH

PUZZLEDOM.

cotn·^

plaint*. blood disunion, ft varuhnom. nervousness, «ad the irrlUUng and debilitating conditions
brought on bjr worm* are quickly
reliu ν isl and permanently cured by

My third syllable is part of the foot.

for full

The whole is the French
dress case.
2.
My first syllable is a grown boy.
My second syllnble is a voweL
My third syllable is writing.

Paris Hill Water Company
ANNUAL

MEETING.

The Annual Meeting of the utockbolder· of the
Pari· Hill Water Company, for the election of
officer» ami the transaction of any other butflne**
that mar legally come before the meeting, will
be held at the Hubbard House, Pari* Hill,
Maine, on Saturday, June 10, 1911. at S o'clock
ARTHUR E. FORBES, Clerk.
P.M.
11 a

Cord Wood,

Edgings,

Stove Wood and

Coal.

A. W. WALKER & SON,
South Paris, Maine.

Mouldings s,;!L
Portrait Work

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia

and Oil

a

FOR SALE

No. 1S3. We are now offering nice smooth upland farm of iOO acres. In good nearby localltv
12
an ! within two miles of railway and mills;
mile to school; 43 minute* drive to South Paris.
acres
40
In
tillage;
fields
clean
f acres smooth
wtK-1 lot; balance pasture and wood. Will cut
70 too· bay. Large maple orchard with sap
house, new evaporator, buckets, all complete.
Average yield 175 gallons maple eyrup.
sou cords pulp and hard wood. Barn 3$xM0,
split stone cellar; 12 foot llnter for JO head; silo;
hay fork. House 112 stories, t< rooms; carriage
bouse, sheds, all connected with barn. No better
opportunity to secure a ilrst-class farm. #3,100.00.
Ea»v terms.
No. 1Λ. Nice little one man farm of 70 acre»
In Paris, and adapted to apple and fru't raising;
bearsome *»Ό apple trees In various stages of
for
Ing which in a few years wtll more than p*y
farm. Large area of growing nine. Cuts 15 tons
de
free
and
of hay, 3-4 mile to school, telephone
livery of mall. 1'rlce $1,200.

specialty.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L M. TUFTS,

I lead two ways to travelers all.
To right or left, as may befall;
An aid to all who are well bred.
Ignored by old time folk, 'tis said.
My need the tramp may oft deride,
Though 1 be long or short or wide.

If children handle me with ease
They will their elders greatly please.
No. 1345.—Enigma.
I go a-flshlng tn the stream.
And anglers' clubs my worth esteem.
Bo often l belong to these.
Likewise to firemen's companies.

In any wardrobe you may see
How many clothes depend on
To save iny lady from distresses
1 have tny eyes upon her dresses.
For If that eye. my only one.
Should fail 1 should be quite undone.
No game 1 play In rooms or yards.
Tot own myself attached to carde.
And this attachment you must sever
If you e.\p«-ct to use me ever.
He whom another has on mo
May vainly struggle to be free.
Then let the wise man stand alone
And bravely "go It in hie own."

ME.

down, balance easy.
No. 177. Here Is a place you all want, just on
the outskirts of the village yet In the Corporation. Three acres of land In good stale of cultivation for strawberries, raspberries and currants. House in good repair, four rooms, small
stable with -lied for oow, hone anil hens. An
Ideal location for poultry raising; city water. A
bargain at $HK).
No. 179. The Sburtleff Grain Mill with all ma
chlnery complete, office furniture and good will,
doing a profitable business ; also included a small
50x40 feet,
cottage house. Mill Is of two stories
about one acre of land. An Investment proportion or a chance to make money In the grain
business. Call and look the property over. Price
$2,200. Terms easy.
No. 1£». A new two-story, ell, eight-room, single tenement dwelling; stable24x3u with carriage
room, all connected; Is spick, span and bright,
with new paint Inside and out; also two acres of
new plowed land, set to apoles, currants, grapes
and strawberries. Be»t of water. On account
of a change shall sell at a sacrifice. Price at
present $2.000. Terms easy.

The Dennis Pike Real Estate

No. 1346.—Primal Acrostic.
This acrostic coutains seven words
of four letters eucb. If the words are
rightly guessed aud written one below
another their Initial letters will spell
that wbi'-n is worn by an uctor. The

crosswords are: 1 The lusty sound one
bears lu the barnyard of early morn
2. W here bread and cake are
ings
3. l'art of a rose. 4. A melbaked
5. Goldeu vases for vines and

inly.

flowers
made

is

No. 1347.—Illustrated Central Aorostio.

Agency,

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Catarrh Vanishes

Clean*.·» and bfautifles the hair.
Promut*· a luxuriant growth.
Νι·τ»ρ Falls to Restore Gray
II..;r to it· Youthful Color.
Cure» «calp ii,·*···*· M hair falling.
:■ v.anil I'· " « DnjutiiU

Beliei in two Minutes with
Wonderful Money Back
Cure.

00 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Go to Chas. H. Howard Company today and tell them you want a Hyomei
outfit (pronounce it Higb-o-me.)
Open the box and inside you will find
a bottle of HYOMEI and a bard rubber
inhaler.
Inside this inbaler which opens at both
ends yoa will tind xome antiseptic gauze.
Pour a few drop* of H YOMEI Into the
inhaler and Maturate the gauze. Then
with both end* of the inhaler open,
breathe HYOMEI, and the destruction
of pernicious catarrh germs begin* at

Patents
I

^1$1\

HAUL msnne

Dcsiqns
COPYRIQMT» Ac.
Anvone sending a sketch and description may
an
....

whether
julekly ascertain our opinion free
invention is probably patentable. CommunicaPatenta
tions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on
«eut free, oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Mutin Λ Co. receive
rp<rUU imtwf, without charge. In the

once.

You can breathe HYOMEI through
either the none or mouth. Read the diclr
rection·.
Λ handsomely Illustrated weekly. Ijuveat
culatlon of any scientltlc Journal. Terms. 13 a
Hyo mel I* made from Australian Eunewsdealers.
Sold
all
by
IL
month·.
year : four
calyptus and mixed with other important anti*eptics, and the greatest, most
Branch Office. 525 V St_ Washington. D. C*en*ible and pleasant treatment for catarrh ever known.
Ju*t breathe It; no stomach dosing;
oo sprays or douches, this great antiAuto drivÎDg and repairing.
aeptio air soothes the mucous membrane to learn
Thorough mechanical training. Beet
and kills all germs.
will open soon. We can
Complete outfit 91 00. Extra bottle if Spring positions
free.
afterward needed, only 50c. Money back double your «alary. Particulars
from Cha*. H. Howard Company or lead
HAM UN-POSTER AUTO CO..
454 456 Fore St., Portland, Me.
ing druggists everywhere if it doesn't mf
cure catarrh, coughs, colds, croup and
sore throat.
To break up a cold in head or chest in
Green gray birch cord wood.
a few minutes, pour a teaspoonful of Hyomei into a bowl of boiling water cover
B. M. GREELY,
bead and bowl with towel and breathe
R. F. D. 3. South Paris, Me.
the vapor.

Scientific American.

MUNN & Co.3e,Broad"1*· New York

In tbis puzzle the words are pictured
Instead of described. When the seven
objects are rightly uauied and the
words written one below another lu
order numbered, the central letters
will spell the utitne of a famous battle
fought about fifty years ugo.—St. Nicb

the

olas.

No. 1343.—Riddle·

1.
Three masts have I
And a voice or cry.
Outside 1 stand
In forest land.

Men Wanted

1 cut the rtnd;
Two In one I bind;
A Juicy fruit.
I always suit

ground;
■ÎVIth kings I'm found;
I am a guide;
My name—con tide.
I fall

For Sale.

to

Π

Two brother* are we. stout and stroni
Wo travel many miles along
A heavy weight we often bear
And all the sorry wear and tear.
Filled to the brim wo are all day;
At night, all empty, placed away.

Free!

Free!

Free!

tj Something of which bread
? Slu.

XORWAT, ME.
Telephone 3*3-3

15tf

SOUTH PARIS

Nichols St..

No. 1344.—Riddle.

central section of village and neir
No. 1>S2.
store·, post office, church and electric railway.
and
2 1-2 story
ell, single apartment, nine room
house with basement; furnace heated throughout; electric lights recently Installed; best recon
pair, also large stable and carriage storage
nected. Will appeal to a t>erson wanting a firstsale.
00
for
Price
fciuOO
quick
class resilience.
No. 74. A two-story, double tenement, 14 room
One acre
house and stable, 30x30 ft. connecte·!
land; apple trees. Located near Toy factory,
locaVine
on line of clectrlc cars, near depot.
tion for boarders or roomers. For 92,100; $1,000

Mats, Mirrors

in

REAL ESTATE

SOITH PA HIS,

and Pictures,

High Grade

No. 1343.—Beheading·.

In

Picture Frames

publishers.

Behead a garment and leave some grain;
Behead a color and have no gain;
Behead a sport and leave a name;
Behead something that's Just the same,
And you'll have glory In the game.

a

Slab Wood,

&

The whole is seut to

I'm

A KING KINEO RANGE.

Ill
always made from letters five.

If two you take away
Remaining there not three will.

LSut four, 'tis strange to say.
Tako three away nnd five Is seen
Juet as It was before.
Take two away and then you see
Tour eyes and nothing more.

IV.

Use me right and I hold true;
Change « bit and 1 undo.
—Youth's Companion.

Key

to Puzzledom.
No. 1333.—Hidden Parts of a Tree
Root. leaf. twig, trunk, branch
No. 1334.—Word Square: Ilead. El
ba. Abel, dale.
No. 1335.—Kiddle: A drop of water
No. 1330.—Hidden Mythology: Veuus

Apollo.

$2 Down and $2a Month
The toerson

bringing

ADVERTISEMENT,

the

number οf this ENTIRE
the Oxford Democrat, to

largest

cut from

HOBBS' VARIETY STORE, Norway,
Thursday, Aug. 3,1911, at 3 p. m.,
receive a No. 8-20, King Kineo Range, valued at $60.00,

will
FREE. Ask your friends to begin to
for yon.

save

this advertisement

ij—PIANOS—β
I have in stock new and second hand pianos of
which I shall sell from now until after Christmas

AT

WHOLESALE

a

high grade

PRICES.

I have the Merrill, Poole, Pease, Norris & Hyde, Briggs and
other make. Also second hand organs from ten to thirty dollars.
I have some nice trades in pianos and org ns which I offer to the
public. I have twelve pianos and playerpianos in stock in my
ware-rooms in Billings Block, South Paris, Maine, and we are
Send for catalogue.
to show them to the public.

always ready

W.
hi

J.

\

WHEELER.

L. S. BILLINGS

I iimKoi*
JLUlllUCr

£22

°f All Kinds for
Building Purposes.

OUR SPECIALITES-Paroid Roofing, Shingles,

Apple

Barrel Heads,

Flooring, Sheathing, etc.

I am the ONLY AGENT here for Faroid
are other makee, but Faroid is the beet

L. S.

Roofing.

There

BILLINGS, South Paris, Me.

Leander.

Thisbe. Isls,

Echo

Endymlon.
No. 1337.—Transpositions:

1. Danes.
Andes. Deans, Sedan. 2. Helm. [Unie
Mire. Emir. 3 Rams, arms. Mars. 4
β
Laity. Italy, ft Planes. Naples,

(ieneral. enlarge, gleaner.
No. 133i£-Letter Enigma:
time.

Spring

No. 133».—Double Acrostics: Turkey
lireece.
Crosswords: I. ThonG. 2
rproaR. 3. RenegadE. 4. KltE. δ
EplC. β. YorE
Balkan
No 1340.—Pictured Words:
•en Insula.

1341.
Decapitations:
wait. alt. It, T.
No.

—

Await,

IN THE WAKE OF THE MEASLES.
The little eon of Mrs. Ο. B. Palmer,
Little Rock, Ark., had the measles. The.
result «ras a severe cough which grew
She says:
worse and he could not sleep.
"One bottle of Foley Honey and Tar
him
and he
cured
Compound completely
has never been bothered since." Croup,
whooping cough, measles cough all yield
to Foley Honey and Tar Compound. The
genuine is in the yellow package always.
Refuse substitutes. A. E. Shnrtleff Co.,
South Paris. S. E. Newell A Co., of

Column, Oxford Democrat, South Parle, Me

Recipe·.
DEY1LBD

SARDINES.

Use choice sardines; remove akin and
bones if necessary, retaining the shape;
sprinkle tbem generously with paprika
and mustard sifted together; roll tbem
in sifted, soft, bread crumbs, then in
egg diluted witb milk and again in sifted crumbs, and fry in deep fat. Serve
on croutons of bread, the length of the
sardines and an inch wide. Serve aa an
appetizer. Garnish with parsley.
MASHED POTATOES WITH

During the next thirty days

angel cake—all
are

not overrich in butter

heavy 'kings are
splendid foods for

and

growing children.

Make them from
William Tell
Flour and you
double their food

lu* witness said, appeared
grateiul for the additional light thrown on
tho cuse.
"
'Ah, Indeed! Well, as you have said
even

ι

I will make you a Mattress
of long, grey mixed hair, Art
ticking, and guaranteed to
weigh 40 pounds,

cap cakes
Sponge cake, cakes
that

witness quite in a friendly way, seemed to be an impartial inquirer seeking
Information, looked surprised at what

PEAS.

For $19.75

ν ν

qualities.

This is

Milled only
from the finest
Ohto RedWin
ter ^heat

by

regular $28.00

a

Mattress.

South

the market. Be
it before you buy. Our

car on

see

price is right.

Maine.
19tf

Hathaway'* Shop.

At T. F.

and

sure

UPHOLSTERER,
Paris,

$3,000

any

H. B. Eaton,

special process,
it
making
our own

represents our I. H. C., 30,
1911, Touring Car. The equipment
and machinery of this car is equal to

This cut

Rooms to· Let.
rooms to let in Pythian
South Paris. Inquire of

Three nice

au

Block,

For Sale by N. Dayton Bolster Co,

MRS. F. V. ABBOTT.

FOLEWR10NEY PHIS

FOB KMEUMATiaM KIDMEV· AMD •LAODCB

|

This is the I. H. C. Auto Wagon
which for all purposes has not yet
been equaled. This car can be con-

]

verted into

ICE* CREAlf

strawberry

or

raspberry

sauoe.

If a quan-

Foley Kidney Pills furnish you the
right kind of help to neutralize and remove the poisons that cause backache,

"

Model "R"

get.

J. M. Howell, a popular druggist of
Greensburg, Ky., says, "Wo use Chamberlain's Cough Remedy in our own
household and know it
For sale by all dealers.

is

excellent."

(Oxford County Agent·)

Line of Cars we would earnestly
recommend to be looked over, if you are

,ERE is

prospective buyer. It is a pioneer and
built by a concern that has never failed

to

#

ment to every

give honest value and fair, square treatIf interested let

owner.

ι

us

ui

You Never Saw

Chickens Grow
IF

YOU HAVE NOT USED

Park & Pollard
Gritless-Chick and

Growing

Pythian

talk with you.

Block,

SOUTH PARIS,

better tbao

we

me.

your order in at

A. C. MAXIM.
Ask them fora copy of our 1911
Poultry Year Book ami Almanac.

THS PARK & POLLARD

CO,

DRY-MASH
MAKES
the*

*"sa£s

LAY OR.
BUST

!<$?'/✓·

3®®

PROBATE NOTICES.

persons Interested In either of the estate
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Parle, in and to
the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday ο
May, In the year of our Lord one thousam
nine hundred and eleven. The following matte
having been presented for the action thercupoi
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Obdered :
That notice thereof be given to all persons lr
te rested by causing a copy of this order to )>
Ox
published three weeks successively In attheSout
ford Democrat, a newspaper published
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at
To all

Probate Court to be held at said Paris on th
third Tuesday of June, A. D. 1911, at 9 of th
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon ι

thoy

see cause.

Charles F. Woodbury late of Paris, dt
ceased; will and petition for probate thereo
presented by David B. Woodbury,'the exccuto
therein named.
William Irish late of Buckfleld, deceased
will and petition for probate thereof presente·
by Herbert F. Irish, the executor therein nnmed

Georgian» W. Peare late of Porter, de
ceased; will and peiltlon for probate thereo
presented by H. A. Peare, the executor thereli
named.

Frances A. Robinson late of Oxford, de
ceased; llnal account presented for allowance
by John B. Koblnson, administrator.
I.evi B. Merrill late of Hebron, deceased
first account presented for allowance by Wllbu
J. Merrill, administrator.
Levi B. Merrill late of Hebron, deceased
for order to distribute balance remain
ng In his
by Wilbur J. Merrill

firtltlon

handsjpresented

administrator.
lljah E. Bedell late of Andover, deceased
will ami petition for probate thereof presente<
by Young A. Thurston and Alice B. Thurston

the

executors

jamed therein.

Edward Robert Ileath of Bethel; petltlor
that name he changed to Edward P.ohert Swan
resented by Abble Heath Swan and Herbert 1'
wan, mother and step father of said child.

§

Almon Young late of Hiram, deceased ; firs
account presented for allowance by Walter Β
Clarke and Fannie M. Y. Clifford, executors
Adeline Chesley late of Buckfleld, deceased
petition that Preston I. Merrill or some othei
suitable person bo appointed administrator ot
the estate of said deceased, presented by Preston I. Merrill, nephew.

ADDISON E. HEKKICK, Judge of said Court
A true copy—attest :
ALBEET D. PARK, Register.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that ah<
has been duly appointed executrix of the las

will and testament of
WARREN F. CURTIS late of Peru,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All person*
having demands against the estate of said dc
ceased are desired to present the same for settle
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested u
make pavaient Immediately.
HARRIET A. CURTI8.
May 16th, 1911.

Portland.

43tf

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,

of

South Paris.

Wood Wanted.
Also White Ash bolts.
J. M. DAY,
Bryant's Pond, Me.

once.

The

Florist,

Best

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

U. S. Cream Separator

In the District Court of the United State* for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
ELIAS Ε. WILSON,

You do not care who invented the cream separator—or
which separator was first in the field.
ΥοΊ want to know which is the best separator today
—which is the most improved.
·''
$
The United States Separator has demonstrated its
absolute and complete superiority over all other sepa- 4 * -f\"
closest
for
It holds the World's Record
rators.

>

}

ofGUead, Bankrupt.)

To the creditor* of Ellas E. Wilson In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the IStb day of
May, A. D. 1911, the said Ella* E. Wilson was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square. South
Pari·, on the 31st day of May, A. D. 1911, at
10 o'clock in the forenoon, at which time the
said creditor* may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examlnn the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly
come before saM meetlnar.
South l'&ris, May 13.1911.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruntcv.

skimming.

It was awarded the only Grand Prize atSeattl..
1909.
buy any separator until you haw
kgX. Don't
asked us about the United States.
Ik'tter ask TODAY,

J

Foley Kidney

TONIC IN ACTION

Disorder· of women are the remit
of general bodily weakness. Dr.
Kennedy's Favorite Remedy is a
strength bnilder and for women it
ha· proved of great value. Thou·
■and* testify to this. A sick woman
almost alwaya haa kidney trouble,
which causes pain In the back, headache, nervousness and other distressing symptoms. Dr. Kennedy's
Favorite Remedy blips the Kidneys
and Liver to act properly, purifies
the blood and gently mores the bowels, striking at the cans· of Kidney,

Liver,

Blood and Bladder troubles.

For over 88 year· It bas enjoyed
iteady and invited success, for it is an honest
■emeay and haa stood the test of time. Write Dr.
David Kennedy Co., Rnndont, Ν. Y. for a free
lample bottle and valuable medical booklet. Large
mum ti .00 at all druggists.
, 9-22
—

/Je Do all Kind· of....

JOB PRINTING.
Atwood 4 ForbM Mutt Pari·

QUICK IN RESULTS

KIDNEY and BLADDER

RHEUMATISM,

TROUBLE;

CONGESTION of th·

KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the

]

BLADDER and all

NO

I II t..

The subscriber herei
has been 'luly
nj>|<olnu. t
the est* te of
I'EKLKV l( .lulls- ν
In the County of Oxfoi
'·
bonds ai» the law lire··!
demands against tin
are desired to pre-ent tu
and all ludebted then

payment immediately
Aprlllnh, lull.

·'·
λ

.œln.^nwr

ί

,...

«ιω.

κ·

1

'jjj
,'-âe
««

BfaKC.w»»»·

G*

FOR SALE.

annoying URINARY
A positive boon to

IRREGULARITIES.

ΡίΜ
Three acrea of larel îi î*outb
Fri nui* 4-MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY mostly In atnall frni·house lota on both Pleasant *0"
PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
Streeta. One and one «'f icre'

flJ',

-fr.t«l»errie*.
berriea, one half
HAVE HIGHE8T RECOMMENDATION
vutbUi»
8. A. Da*!*, 627 Washington St., Conncrsrillei lTtf CIIAN'DLEKMVIKI.
Ind., is in his 8.'>ih year. He une·.- us : "1 hare
suffered
much
from
ami
bladkiduejs
lately
my
NOTICE.
der I had sever· backitclios and my kidney action
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she I
was too frequent, causing ino to lose much deep
has l*'cn duly appointed executrix of the [
at night, and in my bladder thorn was constant
will
i<nd
las'
testament of
pain. I took Foley Kidney Pills for some tirno,
KAGS, ΒΓΒ
SIDNEY D. SWALLOW late of Buckfleld,
and am now free or all trouble and attain able to Everybody to save their
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons | bo
and uround. Foley Kidney Pills huve my
me. *»'
for
up
HERS AND MKTA!,>
having demands against the estate of said de- highest rocommoudation.''
ceased are desired to present the same for settlelalwfof
: 1
aftem!···!
order»
promptly
South Paris.
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to | A. K. SHUKTLKKF A CO
V
KLAIV.
inntre pn vment Immcdlatclv
\
XOK.M.
8. K. NEWELL A CO.,
Parle. Poultry.
ISA BELL SWALLOW.
May llitb.ieil.
Μ»:η<·
ϋ,,χ sl7, Norway,
32-lyr.
NOTICE.
Largest Stock of
Telephone Connection.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he I
has been duly appointed administrator of the
Sale.
payment Immediately.
ALBERT W. AliKETT.
May 16th, 1911.

Wanted.

of
EMMA MuLAUOHLIN lateof Wlnthrop,Mass.,
deceased.
having demands against
the estate of s&fd deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to moke payment Immediately.
<>etMte

Allpersons

HEZKKiAH Mclaughlin.

May 18th, 1911.

Trimmings

Bath Room
in town.

Towel Barn, Soap
Bath Seats, etc.
Special low
Glass Shelves for Christmas.

price

WANTED.

NOTICE.

COUCH

Κ ILL

ment

Immediately.

GEORGE H. HERSEY.

May 16th, 1911.

LUNCS

CURE

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he I
has been duly appointed executor of the last

with

Dr. King's

New

will and testament of
SAMUEL R. BRADFORD lateof Hebron,
in the County of Oxfonl, deceased, and given
bonds aa the law directs. All person· having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
ill Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
FRANK A. MILLETT.
May 16th, 1911.

Discovery

FOR Col§8

thSÏSs.
LUNG TROUBLES.

8

MP AIL THROAT AND

Easy Terinj anJ l

on

subscriber hereby gives notice that he I Good housekeeper and cook for general househas been duly appointed executor of the last work. No washing or Ironing. Steady job.
AUUURN CITY KAKUTAuburn, Maine.
will and testament of
BETSEY J. HERSEY late of Buckfleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having
demands against tbe estate of said deceased are
the
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make paythe
m
The

Farms for

Holders,

Norway.

L. M. LONGLEY,

WOMEN HELPED FCIJ^KIDNEYPILLS
Favorite RemBy Dr.
Kennedy's
edy for Kidneys and Liver.

Pills

Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that hi
has 11 et· η
duly appointed administrator of
the estate of
JOHN ARKETT late of Woodstock,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All («rions having
bonds αϊ the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

SOUTH PARIS, MAIN6

T. M. DAVIS. AGENT,

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointed executor of tho last will
and test ment of
LYDIA M. STETSON late of Canton,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All
bonds as the law directs.
persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to oresent the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
OBERON O. STETSON.
February 18th, 1911.
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Send for Catalogue.

E. P. Crockett,

Free, but worth 11.00.

When eggs are ecarcc ami high you
need our Dry-Mash to produce them.
When eggs are cheap you need our DryMash to get a large yield and keep costs
down.
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C. E. TOLMAN & CO.,

ORCHARD GARAGE DISD

By those who are fortunate enough
to always breathe pure air, and never

of such an attack.
Tor sixty years, "L. P." Atwood'a
medicine has been a household remedy
for emergencies of this kind. It starts
op the liver and bowels, prevents congestion, and restores the fonctions to
their normal condition. If yon have
never used it, get a bottle from your
Sealer, or write for a free sample to
the "L P." Medicine Co* Portland.

car or a

South Paris, Maine.

a

a

Colds May be Avoided.

down by overwork or exposure.
get
Even these lucky people do not always
escape the contagious colds which at
certain seasons prevail to such an ex·
tent aa to be almost epidemic. It ia
wise to be prepared for troubles of
this nature in our climate, and the
one all-important thing is to have at
hand a safe, efficient and reliable remedy to ward off the trouble and danger

touring

A. W. Walker & Son,

30 H. P.

W

headache, nervouNnees, and other kidA.
E.
ney aod bladder ailments."
Delivered at any station on the
Shurtleff Co., South Paris; S. E. Newell
Λ Co., Parla.
Grand Trunk between Berlin and
Positive wife—John, why do you talk
In your sleep? Have you any Idea?
Negative husband—So as not to forget
how, I "suppose. It's the only chance 1

a

ery wagon.

|

"Well, I'll be switched," angrily ex- tity are to be prepared, they may be
chilled in the can of the freezer. The
claimed the small boy; and he was.
paper set between the layers should be,
by drop the offensive discharge quite firm. Have the mold chilled and
caused by Nasal Catarrh falls from the packed before beginning to shape the'
back of the nose into the throat, setting croquettes.
up an inflammation that is likely to
Bronchitis. The most
mean Cbronio
You can polish your nickel kitchen
satisfactory remedy for Catarrh is Ely's utensils by rubbing them while hot with
follows
that
Cream Balm and the relief
a
soft cloth dipped In fiour. If any
even the first application cannot be told
flour remains around the handles, it can
a
suffer
in words. Don't
day longer
easily be removed with a small brush.
from the discomfort of Nasal Catarrh.
for
all
is
sold
Balm
Cream
druggists
by
"I've seen brighter days," sighed tbe
50 cents, or mailed by Ely Bros., Ββ Warsauoepan Id the βίοτβοΐχ kitchen.
York.
ren

Mattress Offer

methods with perjured witnesses.
"Sulliran," he says, "approached the

Press pared potatoes, cooked in boiling, salted water and drained, through a «ο much perhaps you can help us a
potato ricer; add, for eight potatoes,
really, my lord,
about a teaspoonful of ealt, half a tea- little further. Well,
is a very intelligent man.'
of
this
a
one-fourth
of
cup
spoonful pepper,
"So playing the witness with caution
butter and a very little hot milk. The
mixture cannot be shaped well if it is too und skill, drawing him stealthily on,
moist. Beat until light and fluffy, then kt imping him completely in tho dark
shape into balls. Set these on a butter- about the real point of attack, the
ed baking pan, turned upside down, and
•little sergeant' waited until the man
with a spatula smooth them neatly;
in the meshes and then flew at
brush over with the beaten yolk of an was
him and shook him as a terrier would
two
or
mixed
with
one
tablespoonegg,
fuls of milk, score a circle on the top of a rat
each and set into hot oven to brown and
"The big sergeant (Armstrong) had
green peas, cooked mere humor and more power, but less
rehea^. Have ready
and seasoned with ealt, black pepper
His great
Ic.Tterity and resource.
and butter. When ready to serve,-.transHe lauRhed at
was ridicule.
weapon
fer the balls of potato to a serving dish,
witness and made everybody else
cut around the scoring and take out the the
The witness got confused and
to
the
some
of
laugh.
potato
piece, and remove
form a case; fill the cases witb the hot lost his temper, and then Armstrong
in the
peas and serve at once with fish or witb pounded him like a champion
beef, lamb, veal, etc. In serving a meal ring."
from the kitchen this dish may be simplified. Put a spoonful of hot, mashed
Striotly Business.
potato on a plate witb one motion of the I
"To whom do you wish to make
spoon make a hollow in the center, then
asked
your benefit certificate payable?"
till this with the prepared peas.
the officer of the fraternal order.
HOT CROSS BUNS.
'To my sweetheart," said the candiSoften one cake of compressed yeast date for initiation.
in half a cup of water, mix smooth and
"According to the laws of our order
stir into two cups of scalded-and-cooled
huve to marry her first."
you'll
milk, tlien add three cups or more of
hold up this initiation about
"Say.
sifted flour and beat until smooth. Cover
minutes and I'll go and attend
fifteen
add
and let stand to become very light;
aly>ut half a cup of sugar (according to to that."—Spokane Spokesman-Review.
tasti) one teaepoonful of salt, three
Wonderful Financing.
yolks of eggs, and one-third a cup of
melted butter; mix thoroughly, then
First Sport—Dickson is a wonderful
stir in flour to make a soft dough, but financier.
Knead until
one that can be kneaded.
Second Sport—now?
smooth and elastic, cover and let stand
First Sport—lie borrowed a nickel
until doubled in bulk; turn carefully upme this morning to take him up
side down on a board, roll into a sheet from
he could borand cut into rounds. Set the rounds town to see a man that
close together or some distance apart row $5 from, and with that S3 he blew
(according as to whether a soft or crusty >.T another man thnt he borrowed $50
exterior be desired.) Bake about half .'rom
When baked brush over the
an hour.
surface with white of egg or a teaspoonWATCH TOUR KIDNEYS.
in cold
ful of cornstarch, smoothed
Their action controls your health.
water or cooked with boiling water to a
Read what Foley Kidney Pills have done
paste, and return to the oven to dry the for your neighbor. C. Δ. Cummings.
glaze. Remove to a wire cooler and 230 High Street, Portland, Maine, says:
pipe a cross upon the top of each bun. "For many years I suffered with kidney
Prepare the ordinary boiled frosting, re- trouble. I had a severe pain across my
turn to the fire (over boiling water) after
back and my kidney action was irreguthe addition of the egg-white and beat lar and
painful. I was feeling miserable
hold
its
to
until dry enough
shape.
and all tired out when I read an adver"boiled" custard with snow egos. tisement of Foley Kidney Pills and began
them. After a few days, the pain
Scald one pint of milk in a double taking
left my back and the action of my kidboiler; beat the yolks of foureggR; add
free and normal and withono-third a cup of sugar and half a tea- neys became
I gladly recommend Foley
out
pain.
mix
the
beat
again;
spoonful of salt and
Kidney Pills because I know what they
yolks smooth with a little of the hot did
for me." A. E. Sburtleff Co., South
milk
the
the
rest
of
to
then
return
milk,
S. E. Newell <& Co., Paris.
and stir constantly until the mixture Parie;
thickens enough to coat the spoon.
"Are yon girls going to have a daiey
When cooked enough, the foam on the
chain at commencement?"
top of the mixture in the boiler will
"I should say not. We are going to
The custard will
largely disappear.
have an orchid chain. There are none
thicken more on cooling. Set the dish
but rich girls at our school."
of custard at once into cold water, continue the stirriug for two or three
For soreness of the muscles whether
minutex, then renew the water and stir Induced
by violent exercise or injury,
for a few minutes longer. If the dish
Chamberlain's Liniment Is excellent.
can stand in running water, so much the
This liniment is also highly esteemed for
better. Flavor with three-fourths a teathe relief it affords in cases of rheumaspoonfnl of vanilla just before serving. tism. Sold
by all dealers.
Serve the custard in glass cups with a
"snow egg" on the top of the custard in
"Razor hurt you, sir?" aeked the
each cup. Grate a little nutmeg on the (
energetic barber.
desired.
if
egg
"Nor a particle," replied the sarcastic
SNOW EGGS.
victim in the chair; "but the blood runBeat the whites of two eggs very dry, ning down my neck is a little annoying."
then very gradually beat into tbem s
FOLEY'S KIDNEY REMEDY ACTED
Continue the
scant half cup of sugar.
QUICKLY.
beating until the mixture is very dry.
Have ready a saucepan of boiling water,
M. N. George, Irondale, Ala., was
with kidney trouble for many
ou the range where the water will keep bothered
hot without bubbling. Dip two table- years. "I was persuaded to try Foley
a
take
the
then
water,
up
Kidoey Remedy, aod before taking It
spoons into
spoonful of the meringue, and witb tbe three days I oould feel Its beneficial .efother spoon shape tbe top smooth, form- fects. The pain left my back, my kiding an oval shape like a rounding spoon- ney action cleared up, and I am so much
ful of any material. With the second better I do not hesitate to recommend
spoon pueh tbe meringues into the Foley Kidney Remedy." A. E. Shurt·
water and continue in the same manner leff Co., South Paris; S. E. Newell A Co.,
until the saucepan is filled and tbe ma- Parle.
terial is used. Turn the "eggs" often
Smith—I want to sue Jones for damand let cook about twenty minutes.
ages for being run down by bis automoι·δ»γϊ.
ιη,υυυ
ouasuk
Turkish
bile, but he has no money.
Let three tablespoonfuls of granulated
Lawyer—Oh, that's all right. I can
gelatine (measured level) stand in two- use his car.
thirds a cup of juice from blood orange*
Now is the time to get rid of your
until tbo juice is absorbed. Stir two
cups of granulated sugar and half a cup rheumatism. You will find Chamberof juice over a slack fire until the sugar lain's Liniment wonderfully effective.
is dicsolved, then add the softened gela- One application will coovince you of its
tine and the grated rind (no white) of merits. Try it. For sale by all dealers.
three oranges and beat to the boiling
Grandmother—And non would you
point; let boil twenty minutes after boil- like me to tell
you a story, dears?"
ing begins; remove from the tire and add
Advanced Child—Oh, no, granny, not
two tablespoonfuls of lemon juice and
so stodgy and
half a cup of candled cherries, cut fine. a stoiy, please! They're
and as out-of-date as tunes
For a more pronounced flavor of orange unconvincing
an imadd four tablespoonfuls of curacou. in music. VVe would much prefer
or
a subtle
The cherries may be omitted. Turn the pressionist word-picture
mixture into an unbuttered bread pan. character-sketch.
Let stand in a cool place over night. To
Foley Kidney Pills take hold of your
unmold sift confectioner's sugar over the
system and help you to rid yourself of
top of the paste and with a sharp-pointdull headache,
ed knife loosen the candy at the edge, your dragging backache,
and of
then slowly pull the paste in a sheet nervousness, impaired eyesight,
all the ills resulting from the Impaired
from the pan to a board dredged with
action of your kidneys aod bladder. Reconfectioner's sugar. Cut the paste into
member that it is Foley Kidney Pills
cubee, keeping sugar between the knife that do this. A. E. Shurtleff
Co., South
and paste during the cutting. Roll each
Paris; S. E. Newell <& Co., Paris.
piece in the sugar.
"Had a puncture, my friend?"
8TKWED FIOS WITH CHARLOTTE BUSSE
The chauffeur looked up and swallowCREAM.
ed bis feelings with a huge gulp.
Pour boiling water over twelve pulled
"No, sir," he replied, "I'm just changor bag figs, let stand a few moments,
ing the air in the tires. The other lots
then pour off the water and set to cook worn
out, you know."
in a fresh snpply. Let cook rapidly
until the ekine are tender, then add
Sick headache results from a disorderabout one-third a cup of eugar and let ed condition of the stomach, aud can be
cook until the liquid is well reduced. cured
by the use of Chamberlain's
Cool the figs, cut each into slices and Stomach and Liver Tablets. Try it.
dispose them in six tall glasses; pour on For eale by all dealers.
the liquid and if desired a tablespoonful
"It was very romantic," says the
of lemou or orange juice. Beat threefourths a cup of cream until âne and the friend. "He proposed to her in the
white of a small egg until dry; beat a automobile."
"Yes!" we murmur encouragingly.
scant fourth
cup of eugar into the
the
"And she accepted
him
in
white and into this fold the cream; pipe
this cream mixture above the figs in hospital."
chilled.
the glasses. Serve thoroughly
Dried peaches, cooked
carefully, are DO YOU HAVE THE RIGHT KIND
particularly good served in this way.
OF HELP?

CROQUETTES.
Chop fino half a cup of blanched almonds, spread on a baking sheet and let
brown in the oven.
Stir occasionally
that the nuts brown evenly, when cool
they are ready to use. Dry macaroons,
rolled smooth and sifted, may be used In
place of the nuts, so also may sponge
cake crumbs. The oake may be browned before or after being pulverized. Any
variety of ice cream may be seleoted, but
vanilla is usually chosen. Roll a large
Paris.
tablespoonful of tbe ice cream Into a
ball, then with a spatula turn it on a
"All men are alike," she said coldly. board (or plate) to a cylinder-shaped
"Then why do women marry three or mass. Lift with tbe spatala to a brick
mold lined with paper; put two or more
four times?" he retorted.
croquettes into the mold, cover with a
Is there anything in this world that is strip of waxed paper, and add other
of more importance to you than good croquettes. Let stand, covered securedigestion? Food must be eaten to sustain ly, half an hour or longer in a mixture of
life and must be digested and converted salt and crushed ioe. Roll in tbe chopinto blood. When the digestion fails ped nuts or fine crumbs, while giving
the whole body suffers. Chamberlain's the finishing touches to the shapes.
Tablets are a rational and reliable cure Serve at onoe with a little caramel sauoe
for indigestion. They increase the flow on the plate beside tbe oroqnette, or reof bile, purify the blood, strengthen the turn a second time to the mold for chillstomach, and tone up the whole digestive ing. Croquettes of vanilla ice cream,
apparatus to a natural and healthy rolled in sponge oake orumbs (browned
aotion. For sale by all dealers.
in oveo) are particularly good with

Drop

Method· of Two Famous Croto Examiners of ths Irish Bar.
Two famous cross examiners at the
Irish bar, says Francis L. Wellman In
The Art of Cross Examination," were
Sergeant Sullivan, afterward master
l? the rolls in Ireland, and Sergeant
Barry O'Brien In hie
Armstrong.
"Life of Lord Russell" describes their

to the ladle·
Oorreapondenoe on topic· of Interest
1· solicited. Addre··: Editor Ηομβμακμι I
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PLAYING A WITNESS.
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electric llKiit In front of the Ιι we In tlx Wc*·
water
of
spring
buildings, best
line cbame for'®??
handy to everything. Λ lien" βοΊ *ork!: lwith a little money to keep
farm». f: ^
mlllg Mm exchange for larger
or city property.
F~. A. KNIGHT,
Itox
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I'yny-l'rrtoral Soot lu
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Sheathing.

A LOW PRICE
—-

Wool

ON

—

Carpets

close out odd patterns and clean
it>

stock.

Chas, F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth

NORWAY.

Spruce

St*.,

MAINE.

*5tf

and fir.
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For sale

A.

Thin Hair

by

KENNEY,
South Paris.
on

Top

If Parisian Sage, the hair grower tlia
3haa. H. Howard Company guarantee»,
will not cause hair to grow where the
lair ia thinning out, nothing on earth

fill.

And we say to everybody, man, woman,
Oung or old, you can have your money
>ack if Parixian Sage isu't the beat hair

'rower, hair aaver, hair beautitier and
landruff cure on the market today.
It stops itching scalp and falling hair,
nd makea hair grow thick and aband-r
otly, or money back. Fifty cent· for a
arge bottle.
"Parisian Sage makes the hair soft
nd brilliant and promotes growth. I

ladly recommend It to everyone.G.
Emmons, Albion House, Potadam, N.
Γ., June 7,1910.
I.
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